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CHAPTER I 

IIITF.ODliCTION 

Swimming, in our modern civilization* is more of an ac-

quired ability than a natural aptitude. We know that primi-

tive people swam easily. The age-old instincts of self-

preservation and protection most certainly supply the in-

centive. This accomplishment helped them to survive in an 

unfriendly world. The early civilizations were cradled along 

Important water ways and swimming was considered a requisite 

for education. It was a fine art to be encouraged and pro-

mot ed. 

Where nature has provided adequate and attractive bath-

ing places, we find that watermanship assumes an important 

place in the lives of the people inhabiting such regions, 

owiraaing can only be regarded as a minor activity, of little 

speculation, interest or importance by others not so fortun-

ately situated. 

Since the turn of the twentieth century, swimming lias 

been a constantly growing form of exercise, recreation, and 

skill. This was necessary with our markedly increasing 

avidity for educational growth and development, our zeal for 

sports and all competitive forms of entertainment and achieve-

ment. 

The State of Texas, with its many miles of sea-coast. 



Its mighty river boundaries and abundance of smaller streams, 

lakes and natural springs, should provide a stimulating lo-

cality for thl3 increasing interest in aquatic forms of ex-

ercise and recreation, The recent tremendous strides in 

educational development in Texas, should mean also an awaken-

ing interest in aquatics and other sports. It should con-

tribute to the spread and progress of this enlivened parti-

cipation in watermanship with a more specific planning and 

use of plant equipment and increased personnel. 

The purpose of this study was undertaken first, to de-

termine, In so far as possible, the extent of the growing 

popularity of swimming throughout Texas; second, to discover 

v/hat provisions v/ere being made to meet the new demands for 

more adequate facilities and instruction; third, to reveal 

the extent of swimming participation in the state; fourth, 

to reveal data showing the extent and kind of swimming facil-

ities In the 3tate; and fifth, to evaluate the data found. 

Very often the method of attack is the determining fac-

tor in the successful solution of a problem. In such a 

study as this, a Iniov;ledge of the method of procedure Is 

necessary for a proper estimate of the reliability ol the 

data and tiio validity of whatever conclusions that may be 

dravm from the data as organized. 

In this study six factors are to bo considered: 

1. The place of swimming in modern life 

C. Swimming in public schools and colleges in Texas 



3. Swlnr.iing as a remedy far physical disability 

4« Consensus of opinions on the value of swimming as 

a recreational and educational activity, 

5. Swindling -under supervision of national and private 

organizations 

6. Cvjiimnins in private, public and municipal pools 

If these factors are found to be significant in this 

study it is believed that the method of procedure used can 

be applied to administrators in solving a like problem in a 

similar situation. 

The report of this study contains five chapters in addi-

tion to the first or introductory chapter and the last chap-

ter or conclusion, rcalcing a total of seven chapters. In 

Chapter II are &iven the literature concerning the history, 

changes in attitudes, the place of swimming in modern life, 

swiscnlnc In our schools and colleges, the remedial possibil-

ities of 3\7liHmIriG, and the consensus of opinion on the value 

of swluiniinc as a recreational and educational activity. The 

extent of swimrnins In our schools, the present needs, and 

demands are set forth in Chapter III. The extent, and sum-

mary of swimming In our Texas collc~es are given in Chapter 

IV. rjwinr.in£ under the supervision of national aid private 

organizations such as The American National Red Cross, the 

Y. II. C. A., and the City Recreational Departments is ~iven 

in Chapter V. In Chapter VI swindling in private, public, 

and municipal pools is discussed and in addition the climate. 



the facilities in Texas, the comparison of pools of the 

State Health Department, the lack of reliable and definite 

statistics on participation and the data concerning id-j.lt 

swinminj are Given. "The conclusions of the entire study are 

k'iven in Chapter VII. 

The writer endeavored to gather information for this 

study, (1) by the use of literature on the subject, (2) per-

sonal interviews and (3) questionnaire. He has tried to as-

semble certain statistics for analysis, and to examine the 

situation as it appears today. Thi3 was done in order to 

roach and present conclusions that would be of some specific 

value to those who were interested or concerned in the ad-

vanc eraent of 3wimrcing. 

The literature on the subject was briefly outlined in 

Chapter II. Pacts from this source pertiiseist to the subject 

were indeed meager. Personal interviews with members of the 

State Health Department, Physical Education Directors and in-

structors, and Leaders in Recreational Departments proved 

helpful in discovering x̂ roper sources of information and sta-

tistics . 

To sain ideas and information as to the extent, purpose 

and popularity of watermanship in Texas, questionnaires were 

sent to the following organizations which sponsor swimming, 

(1) public schools, (2) colleges, (3) Y. X. G. A.'s, (4) 

country clubs, (5) military jjosts, (6) municipal organiza-

tions, and (7) private organizations. Tabulation sheets 
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were made froin the information received from the question-

naires, thus making these statistics easily examined and an-

alyzed. 

In making this study, it was hoped that it would be of 

interest and informational to curricular writers, to physical 

education instructors, and to public school authorities. 

Curricula writers, who strived to be.se their outlines 

of activities and teaching work on student interest and de-

sires, coulo no doubt use the evidence presented in this 

thesi3. 

I!any enbryonic physical education teachers are graduat-

ed yearly fron our colleges. The person interested primari-

ly in swlrnrnlnr is apt to wonder as to what possibilities there 

will be for teaching this particular branch of physical edu-

cation. The findings of this study night tend to O.iscourage 

such teachers fron specializing in an activity for which ade-

quate facilities are a rare occurence in the r-ublic schools 

at tills time. However, the realisation of the slim prospects 

for teaching swimming under ideal circuristances and situa-

tions L.ay aid in securing better cooperation between munici-

pal authorities and pool owners and the public school author-

ities, for t>vv benefit of teachers end school children. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIE7/ OF LITERATURE "ELATING TO THE EXTENT AND 

PLACE OF 3V.1KKING IK MODERN LIFE 

The art of watermanship has made tremendous 
strides In the past few years, but, although Amer-
icans have contributed largely to the development, 
particularly in swimming, there Is an almost to-
tal lack of up-to-date literature to fill the stead-
ily increasing demands for accurate and specific in-
formation. 

This statement "by Handley, the author of a well-known 

and popular book on swimming methods, .TUTUS up the true ex-

tent of literature in this particular field. Boohs on swim-

:ainj methods are comparatively plentiful. Pranci.*j i.. Green-
O 

wood,*' instructor at the "University of Alabama, list a in her 

bibliography on Swimming",, Diving and Water Sports sixty-one 

boohs directly concerned with the methods of teaching swim-

ming. In checking the literature in this field no attempt 

was made to review these numerous teaching texts, except for 

material directly related to this study. However, 3ome few 

books of this classification offered interesting excerpts on 

the history end background of swimming. 

Statistical Information concerning the extent of swim-

^L. De B. Handley, Swimming and Watermanship, Introduc-
tion. 

p 
Francis A. Greenwood, Swimming, Diving and ",.ater Sports, 

a Bibliography and Guide to Equipment and Supplies, Sec. 1. 



ming in educational institutions end the number of swinging 

facilities throughout the country was not available. I'any 

magazine articles gave piece-raeal statistics for a certain 

city, district or locality. The annual report of the Nation-

al Recreation Association made a valuable summary of the work 

done under the supervision of the municipal departments. 

One section of this report gave specific data for each 

department in each state. In this manner some comparison 

was drawn between items and facilities listed for each re-

creational organization. This annual report is the only 

written material on the subject of swimming participation 

and faoilitiqs dealing with Texas. 

Historical Aspects of Swimming 

In the days before mechanics and artificialities^ wan 

lived close to the earth. He was compelled to adjust him-

self to natural situations. Since water is one of nature's 

most useful and abundant phenomena it has been an important, 

influencing factor in the progress of man*s habits and liv-

ing, It would be interesting to know the feelings and reac-

tions of the first swimmer, especially if the swim had been 

in salt water. Did it came about through accident or design? 

Did the attempt to swim arise from curiosity or necessity? 

These questions are of course unanswerable. However, we 

know that aboriginal man did propel himself through water# 

3 
Recreation Magazine, Vol. 23, p. 91, Kay, 1935. 



Uncivilized tribes existing today are a fairly adequate cri-

teria for ascertaining natural aptitudes and abilities for 

waterman ship • 

Primitive people seemed to have learned the art of swim-

ming for the utilitarian purposes of fishing and safety from 
4 

attack. Charles Russell in his book. Bodily Strength and 

Skill, gives vivid accounts of the Florida Indians retreat-

ing through the swamps and lakes before the invading Span-

iards# Three warriors were reputed to have fought their per-

secutors from the water • for thirty hours without talc-

ing food."^ The prodigious endurance and apparantly uribe-

lieveable feats of these Indians, while resisting the Span-

iards p caused the invaders considerable wonder and admiration. 

The Indians seemed to have used these methods of aquatic 

warfare for centuries* Thi3 ability, no douLt, had develop-

ed from the climatic and territorial peculiarities of the 

peninsular 3wamps. 

Diving, among the primitive tribes# was also found to 

be a source of recreation and livelihood. Sven today South 

Sea Island natives are famed for their ability in deep water 

diving* Pearl, oyster, and sponge industries were at one 

tine maintained entirely through the use of native divers* 

Russell, in his accounts of divers, reported the following 

incident which occurred during Captain Cook*s second trip 

4Charle3 Russell, Bodily Strength and Skill, pp. 190-225. 

5Ibld.. p. 20G. 



around the world. 

In this fairy scene and in these tranquil waters a 
number of young Tahitian girls were soon seen disport-
ing themselves, their naked breasts and disheveled hair,/ 
naking them look like syrana, whan, indeed, they revail-
cd in their beauty and tastes. They soon carie swimming 
Inticingly around the ship, diving into the sea to pick 
up glass beads or other trifles, thrown to them from 
the dick. It was not with the intention of Inducing 
them to show off their powers as 3wiramers that in the 
first instance the ornaments were flung to them. One 
of the officers, in handing some trifling articles to a 
child six years of age, happened to let them fall into 
the se$, when the youngster, at once leaping out of the 
canoe, dived for them, and reappeared with them in a 
few seconds. Observing the feat with astonishment and 
wishing to see further proof# of the expertness of the 
natives, the officer threw down several ornaments. 

A multitude of men and women amused the sailors by 
their astonishing performance in the water, not only 
catching glass beads flung at them, but also great nails, 
which, before they could be seized by the divers, must, 
from their weight, have sunk a considerable distance. 

Some remained so long in the water, that the Eng~fi 
lish could scareely help regarding them as amphibious. 

The story continues: 

The South Sea Islanders were just as much at their 
ease when . . . they found themselves in stormy waters 
. . . Cook had never yet seen such tremendous billows, 
and says that it would have been impossible for their 
boats to have lived in such a sea, while even the most 
able European swimmer would infallibly have perished, 
—•but the Tahitians seemed perfectly at home in the rag-
ing elements, and when the waves rushed dawn upon them 
they dived through them and came up on the other side 
with incredible ease ability. 

Barbarous hordes that invaded the Roman 2mpire 
were, on the whole, primitive and savage groups. These 
also were excellent swimmers, particularly the Germans. 
As infants they were plunged Into a river once a day, 

^Charles Russell, Bodily Strength and Skill, pp. 209-
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'to harden them,1 and to Immunize them against the 
'cold and blec!* vjinds.' 

Ernett A. Rice, in bis Brief History of Physical Edu-

cation in referring to primitive societies says, 

'Swimming is engaged in by nearly all.*^ 

We possess more specific and accurate proof that swim-

ming played an important part in the Greek, Roman, Egyptian, 

Assyrian, and Hebrew civilizations. Mural decorations, 

heiroglyphics, legends, myths, literature, and monuments fre-

quently depict the athletio activities of these people. 

Among these activities swimming was so important that Plato 

dictated, n. • » an ignorant nan is one who cannot swim or 

read." The Babylonians once exiled people that did not 

know how to swim*"'"® 

These ancient civilizations were located cxound the 

Mediterranean Sea. The coast of this historical body of wa-

ter dotted with islands is rugged and contains many inlets 

and bays* This in part, explains the necessity of water 

activity. Russell states that. 

Formerly, as indeed at all times, the best swim-
mers were inhabitants of sea coast and islands, or 
people accustomed, to traverse the ocean for the pur-
pose of commerce. 

V 

Charles Russell, Bodily Strength and Skill, p. 198. 

°Iinmett A. Rice, Brief History of Physical Education, 
p. 5. 

9 
Edith M. Gates, Health Through Leisure-Time Recreation, 

Chap. V. 

^ L . and N. Sheffield, Swimming, p. 116. 



XI 

The Golden Age of Greece has engaged the attention of 

the world more than any other age of civilization. It has 

Influenced government, law, literature,, architecture, lan-

guage, customs, Ideals, and countless other phases of life 

and living. The Greeks were intensely Interested in physi-

cal prowess and development because they played an Important 

part in their educational programs. They were ^roud of 

their skill in sports, and swimming was not the least of 

these activities and sports in which they engaged. The 

palestras (gymnasia) were "located on the banks of a stream 

12 
where facilities for bathir£ and swimming might be had. 

The Athenians, especially the inhabitants of the isles of 

13 

Delos, were considered to be the best swimmers. The Spar-

tan method of training included swimming as a part of their 
14 

rigorous educational system, 

Roman swimmers were no less at home in the water than 

their neighbors. Caesar was an excellent swimmer. At one 

time ho saved his life, in a seige at Alexandria by esoap-
15 

Ing into the water and swimming to safety, 

^"Charles Russell, Bodily Strength and Skill, p. 190, 

12 
Emmett A. Rice, Brief History of Physical Education. 

p . 25 , 

13 
Russell, og. cit., p. 190. 

14 
Rice, o]3, clt», p, 21, 

•^Russell, op, cit., p. 197. 
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The warriors were trained to swim, " . . . both naked and 

X6 
in armor, and in sham battles.rt Swimming was an essential 

part in the education of both men and wccienj and the women 

17 
were not inferior to the men in this ability. 

Many hieroglyphic records, pictures and manuscripts re-

main to show the achievements of the Egyptian athletes and 

warriors. Thomas K. Cureton, In his review of the Histori-

cal Development of the Swimming Strokes, quotes Professor 

James E. Dunlap, Archaeologist at the University of Michigan, 

as follows: 

The people of the Nile in Egypt, have left re-
cords of their achievements. A Nobleman of the Mid-
dle Kingdom (21G0-1730 B. C.) proudly recorded that 
his children took swimming lessons with the children 
of the king.13 

Another factor influencing the knowledge of swimming 

as a necessary art during this period is brought out by Rus-

sell. 

The ancients did not practice the art of swim-
ming for pleasure or for the benefit of their health 
alone, but also from a motive which had its origin 
in one of the principles of their relifion. We know 
that peoples of antiquity dreaded above averything 
the deprivation of the honors of sepulture. The 
fear of perishing in the waves, and having no other 
tomb than the bottom of the sea or the bed of a riv-
er, impelled them to practice this exercise with 
more ardour and perseverance than modern swimmers, 

16Erametb A. Rice, Brief History of Physical Education, 
p. 25. 

^Charles Russell, Bodily Strength and Skill, p. 197. 

Thomas K. Cureton, How to Teach Swimming» pp. 07-39. 
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who are not influenced by similar considerations. 

After the fall of these civilizations little con be 

learned concerning education or 3ports. The period irsnedi-

ately following was one of chaos and adjustment. The Chiv-

alric A^e of the Middle A^es, however, again presents a pic-

ture of intense physical training for war purposes. Y/e read, 

"The spare moments of the squire were spent . . . in swimming 
20 

with and without armor." After this period came new in-

terest in education. "Gymnasia" became a familiar word a3 

many of the schools were so called. 

In the middle of the sixteenth century Francis Rabe-

lais wrote a satire on the educational practices of the day. 

'fjirough this medium he presented his own ideas fen? an im-

proved peda^o^y. The book was entitled "The Life of Gar^an-

tua." Rabelais took pains that his ideal student should 

profit through physical as well as mental development. "Gar-

Cantua" learned to wrestle, run, jump and swim. Rabelais 

reports that, "He did swim in deep waters, on his face, on 

hia back, sidewise, with all his body, with his feet only 

and with one hand in the air. . . .lie dived into lit 3 and 

pits and gulf a. 
1Q 

Charles Russell, Bodily Strength and Skill, pp. 195-6. 
on 
Emmett A. Kice, Brief History of Physical Education. 

p • 59 . 
on 
Einmett A. Rice, Brief History of Physical Education, 

p. 76. 
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Gv.tu th (1759-1839) taught swimming because "It Is 

one of the most valued exercises."*^ 

We can readily see that the history of swimming has 

b-een synonomous with that of education. Its value as an ex-

ercise and its use as a safety measure is apparent from the 

very beginning• 

Changes In Attitudes 

The naturalistic and common sense Ideals that prevail-

ed during the golden era of Grecian civilization, and carried 

over through the days of the Roman Empire, were all but lost 

in the gaucheries of the so-called "Dark Ages". Civiliza-

tion tottered on her throne. It was not until the day3 of 

the "Chivalric Age" that there emerged a brighter pattern in 

modes and manners. This lent a showy, scenic form to life 

and living. The extremes of artificiality and pretense took 

the place of naturalness and common sense. 

Many ideas and ideals, colored by this same artificial-

ity and pretense, have persisted through the centuries. They 

may be said to have furnished much of the framework for the 

manners and customs of subsequent years. 

In the last century, however, marked changes have been 

taking place In our social attitudes and forms. There are, 

of course, many contributing factors. The "fevers" of war 

have even precipitated a people into new and different ways 

^Emmett A. Rice, Brief History of Physical 2ducation, 
p. 91. 
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of thought and feeling end brought about radical changes In 

the scene and drama of everyday life. These restless, much-

maligned modern times are but the natural aftermath of the 

titanic upheavel of the World War, the far-reaching effects 

of which we of today will never live to learn. 

Many persons of today, however, can recall the first 

shivers of apprehension over the changes wrought by our own 

Civil Vi'ar. A greater freedom and range of thought and activ-

ity followed the days of "65" all of which set the stage for 

the shocking days of the "Gay Nineties." In this decade 

emancipated woman came into her own and the golden glow of 

chivalry was to diminish with its numbered days. 

Changes of style in dreso which was definite have their 

origin in thoughts, manners, and customs of the time. The 

crinolines of Civil War days, the still voluminous dress of 

the early "thirties", the atrocities of huge 3leeves, bust-

les, flaring; skirts that enveloped and completely disguised 

the human form up to the "nineties", were to be discarded 

and replaced with much more simplified forms as this greater 

freedom was accepted. 

Recreational activities are also much influenced and 

changed with the manners and customs of the "times". Less 

restriction in dress, far women, awakened a newer interest 

In the livelier sport3. The charms of feminine helplessness 

and delicate Invalidism were soon to become aboolved. With 

a large physical freedom and relaxed inhibitions new ideals 
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were set toward a more natural beauty and the attractiveness 

of good health. Changing fashions favored the woman, and 

once again she stood a human being, in simple and revealing 

lines. There cane about an easier and freer minglin^ of 

sexes. A fresh impetus was given to nearly all forms of di-

versions and skills. 

This was the "new woman." With bifurcated skirts, a 

neat shirtwaist and a trim sailor fastened on her pompadour-

ed tresses, a young woman could appear and play on a tennis 

court. The belle of the "Nineties" could don her "bloomer" 

costume and with her nattily attired gentleman escort mount 

a "bicycle built for two" and pedal away to their heart's 

content. Bathing, as it was called in the earlier days, be-

came fashionable and popular, Even the delicately nurtured, 

lady-like female could enjoy a hitherto unknown comanaderie 

with members of the opposite sex and in new and daring at-

tire disport herself at the beaches and "bathing pavilion". 

We do not know to what extent women participated in 

swindling at first. It was almost entirely a man-and-boy per-

ogative. Doubtless the ladles lent only the charm of their 

appearance and responsibility of their presence when this 

form of diversion was in its early beginnings. But with the 

greater freedom came ambitions also and women wanted to learn 

watermanship and add the zest of competition to the recrea-

tion. 

We do not know what women wore "in swimming" before the 
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inovation of the bathing suit and beach costume. The earli-

est bathing suits, while daring enough in those days, would 

appear to us as utterly grotesque and entirely too cumber-

some for any practical purposes. Battling corset, corset cov-

er, full bloomers gathered into a band or ruffle at or near 

the ankles were undergarments over which went a dress, with 

full gathered skirt foiling half-way below the ' neos, long-

sleeved and highnecked waist gathered on to a yoke rnd belt-

ed in with the skirt at the waistline. Long, black stock-

ings and high* laced, black shoes and a shirred "mob" cap were 

worn with this dress ensemble. The colors were dark blue or 

black; the materials were a light-weight wollen mixture that 

would be supposed to withstand the effects of water but made 

up in this fashion there is a wonder that any girl or woman 

could drag herself through or out of the water after her gar-

ments were wet. Beach costumes were not intended to be for 

practical purposes, even as today, they could achieve a more 

fanciful arrangement of decoration and design but the main 

features of the prevailing mode were adhered to. In time, 

the bloomers were shortened, as were the skirts to show just 

a little of the bloomers underneath; the neck-line was made 

slightly decollete and the sleeves became short puffs. But 

the long, black stockings and high, black shoes were neces-

sary adjuncts. The men appeared on the beaches, for nixed 

bathing, in what looked like shirted long woolen winter un-

derwear, but the length of sleeve or shirt and leg of these 
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suits was not arbitrarily proscribed. 

The general ideal of bathing suit design remained near-

ly the same for a good many years, ^he heavier underclothes 

were discarded and the materials became lighter in weight, 

but the bloomers and full top dress were thought to achieve 

distinction for that type of garment. 

The famous Annette Kellerman created something of a 

furore when she first went about this country lecturing on 

swimming and wearing a "one-piece" knitted bathing suit. For 

a professional it was thought practical but much too reveal-

ing for wear at the bathing beaches or in swimming pools. 

Even as late as 1925, Natalie Kneeland, in her ?.ferchandlse 

Manual; Sweaters and Bathing Suits, lists five styles; 

(a) -2-piece, with tights and suit 
(b) 3-piece, with trunks shirt and skirt 
(c) 2-piece, with Jumper and trunks 
(d) 1-piece Annetfcg Kellerman 

(e) Romper . . . 

These 3tyles were knitted wear, except the rompers of 

deiim or gingham, but the trunks or tights were much longer 

tlian we knew them today and the necklines were higher, with 

sleeves or "caps" over the arms. Men, years ago, discarded 

their "long underwear" type of bathing suit and a pair of 

abbreviated short3 is today their only swimming garment. The 

term, "swim-suit," has been given to the latest type of bath-

ing suit. They are made from the finest and lightest knit-

^Natalie Kneeland, Merchandise Manual? Sweaters and 
Bathing Suits, p. 41. 
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wear and give the minimum of ease and convenience, with the 

minimum of "coverage". 

Changes in the Methods of Teaching 

There have been almost as many and as radical changes 

in the paraphanalia and methods of teaching swimming as in 

the bathing costumes and accessories. The following is an 

excerpt from a chapter by L. and N. Sheffield included in 

Uciith M. Gates, Health Through Leisure-Time Recreation. 

The history of swimming makes clear the numer-
ous varied procedures that v/cre r.t one time or an-
other considered to be quite proper. In its early 
development, learning to sv;in \vr„s a hazardous sin!:-
or-swim experience. Gradually trial and error gave 
way to crude systems of infernal instruction and 9 A 
the u:;e of strange supporting and paddling devices. 

Many animals learn to swim naturally without special 

instruction because they float easily. Kan, however, with 

larger limbs in proportion to his trunk, has more of a ten-

dency to sink and usually will have to be told or shown how 

to keep himself up or move about easily in the water. 

Thomas K. Cureton remarks that: 

Practically all of the early methods of teach-
ing swimming centered around individual instruction. 
Wyneman (1537) and Outs I'uths (1798) considered the 
problem an individual one. Both the land drill and 
the water practice were arranged on this plan. 

Many have been the contrivances designed for tise in 

24Edith I'. Gates, Health Through Leisure-Time P.ecrca-
tion, p. 115. 

25 
^ Thomas K. Cureton, Ilow to Teach Swimming and Diving. 
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learning how to swim. They always are for the individual* 

In the early days such devices were often complicated af-

fairs, in the management of which, as likely as not, both 

instructor and pupil would be busily engaged during the les-

son or practice. Some teachers were particularily strong 

for apparatus which was designed to help the swimmer in mak-

ing his strokes on land. These usually were placed in the 

gymnasium and there the 3wimming lesson would be given. 

In How to Teach Swimming and Diving there is an il-

lustration (XLII) which depiots a rather vicious-looking con-

trivance at one time used in land drill for teaching the 

breast stroke. This consisted of a skeleton framework set 

upon a flat base, for steadiness, while a double chair ar-

rangement provided support for the body of the swimmer. It 

seems that the pupil crouched in position, and was upheld by 

the chains, with plenty of room to work his arms and lags 

through the uprights. Further in this connection Gureton 

says: 

One of the favorite methods was that of placing 
the swimmer across a box or bench and then applying 
manual assistance both front and rear. One instruc-
tor would guide the feet and another the hands. 

The trolley and belt idea came into use seme time lat-

er. Instructions were given the pupil after attaching a belt 

rjfi 
Thomas K. Cureton, IIow to Teach Swimming and Diving, 

p. 108. 

27Ibid. 
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around tlio waist to which was fastened a rope; this rope was 

passed tlirough a swivel pulley operating like a trolley on 

another pulley. This srwivel ran on a transverse cable, at a 

convenient height above the pool. The instructor held the 

end of the rope in his hand, and pulled the nwir.nr.er through 

the water. The learner, thus comfortable, supported at the 

proper level in the water, could concentrate on his stroke 

without any floundering 'h ~ut in a ntrû 'jle to stay afloat. 

There verc iiany a:ad various schemes of thi3 sort. In one 

" . . . a rope and belt hunj from the wheel. The learner 

swan about in a proscribed p l a c e . O n e English rentlcman, 

it sec:.as invented a device consisting of a sr.is.ll, square 

fra;;:e v:orl: which vms supported by air b&~;s. He was drowned' 

while demonstrating thi;..' invention. After the trolley and 

belt systom was worked out more simplified forms .were evolv-

ed. 

Accordinj to Thomas Curston: 

The teachers pole was widely used in individ-
ual instruction. It is simply a pole six or seven 
foot lonj end one and one-half two inches in dia-
meter, to which is attached a rope and belt. It is 
only a modification of Warner's pulley. It is use-
ful in deep tanks.^ 

From this pole and belt idea it was only another step 

to the pole with an attached "hook" at one end, looking very 

28Thomas II. Cure ton, How to Teach "h.irxiin;; and :ivin~. 
p. 109. 

20Ibid., p. 110. 
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much like a sliepherd's crook. This was used to ease a per-

son into the water when they were first trying to dive, A 

"shepherd1s crook" is seen at a few pools today, but it is 

used as a "rescue pole." 

It Is interesting to note the numerous and diverse con-

trivances that men have planned and tried out to enable them 

to travel about in the water. Strange 3hoes with flaps on 

them; webbed gloves; air gloves; a flexible "tail" that mov-

ed to and fro, from side to side, by alternate motions of 

the legs; plates affixed to the hands and feet; bladders and 

floats of many kinds were used to help man swim. These de-

vices were almost all failures. These attempts to use arti-

ficial mechanical aids for the individual only put off from 

time to time more practical methods of mass instruction. 

"Teachers need to know the evolution of teaching methods so 
*ZQ 

as to have a broad perspective of their problems." 

Tliis principle applies whether the instruction is being 

given to an individual or to groups. The system originated 

by Dr. 3. Dean Brink Is the first mass method of teaching 

swimming that has achieved popularity. 

Cureton says. 
This method is based upon the psychological 

principle that, to combat fear with which non-swlm-
mcrs are afflicted, there must be mibmitted mind-
pictures which will occupy their minds completely.31 

30 
Thomas II. Cureton, IIow to Teach Swimming and Diving, 

p. 130. 
51Ibid.. p. 132. 
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In our nodern methods of touching swiping there is no 

attenpt to he.ve the learner rely on artificial hwslp. Indi-

vidual instruction lias Given way to rings methods. It is an 

accented axiura t:sat progression should be fr or.; -the cii.ipl© 

elements to the nore conplox and dlffi cult ones. Today 

enough progress has been nade to "place sv;i?nr:ins r„nd diving 

32 
instruction on a real educational and scientific basis." 

Place of Sv/iirKiing in Modern Life 

Our nodern civilization has reached the highest level 

of any civilization known to man. Scientists and inventors 

have nade the era one of benefit to the masses. Better liv-

ing conditions, better working conditions, better educational 

status, easier and quicker exchange of ideas, increasing 

means of transportation and a growing leisure are the heri-

tage of the masses today. However much we may enjoy aid ap-

preciate these advantages and marvel at our progress, we rmst 

roflect that civilization does not stand still. Scientists 

arc continually striving to solve the riddle of the universe 

and the origin of life. Inventors are constantly working 

out their theories and ideas into practical appliances. 

Therefore education oust keep pace if the full value of these 

other achievements are experienced. 

Of education, Agnes E. Wayroan has this to say, "Educa-

tion for the Future? Who knows what it will be for? 

p. 132. 
*̂ t'honias K. Cureton, How to Teach Swlinmin# and Diving, 
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Despite changes In living, ideas, education and recrea-

tion nan. still srims. 

In recent yearn srinr.ing has enjoyed a rabidly 
growing popularity owing to the Increase of public 
Leaches and pool;-', ancl the amazing development of 
camping. As a consequence "boys and girls of school 
age are receiving expert instruction. The spectator 
interest in swimming competition has grown to the 
point, where the entire world over, r.vir.r:ing rtadivxis 
are being built to accompany the other facilities of 
this enjoyable r.po^t—enjoyable to both the svirs or 
and the spectator. 

In Sports for Recreation wo find the following: 

The exercise v;hich brings brain, body and soul 
into time relation. The riore enjoycblc r. bath is, 
the better it is, and though light has often been 
called the beet tonic, it la lull and infotcnt com-
pared to happiness, which is the best tonic of all 
for old or young, well or 111. 

Anyone can learn to swim and everyone should. 
It is not difficult; it is enjoyed by everyone who 
can do it. It is the exercise of swimming, and the 
swii.r.icr' r encounter with the rater, that given an 
essential part of its complete value to open water 
bathing. It is the mental factor of swinr.'ing that 
counts; the exhilaration and stimulation and sense 
of fitness and self-confidence that cone from our 
trancient mastery over the magnificant and immeasur-
able forcer; that nurroimcl . 

T'odern life has affected this age-old art by depleting 

It of sono of itc uses and aiding scientific values. We no 

longer need to loom to ST;1EI "with amor FND without"; no 

longer need vc be concerned with it? purely utilitarian out-

comes. Swinging, today, has a definite placc In life as a 

T, orr: j/ • i 

5Agnes R. V/ayman, Education Through Physical Sducation, 

^ A . A. Jane;*, John Johnson, }•!. D. I'itchell, Earl 17. 
Respey, and R. V». Webster, Sports for Recreation* p. 253 

35Ibid. 
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recreational activity contributing to physical development 

and pleasure. 

Three factors of this modem period may be said to in-

fluence directly swimming participation. These are: first, 

the rise in importance in recent years of physical education 

programs; second, the increased means of transportation; and 

third, a more universal knowledge of swimming, 

The rise of importance of physical education in recent 

years is the outgrowth of a period of gradually changing con-

ditions of living. City life is not a natural environment 

for one to lead. The sedentary occupations, recreations and 

habits of today are not entirely compatible with man's physi-

cal development. Prom such conditions the realization that 

some means of edtication should evolve to aid and direct prop-

er physical growth, "Physical Education" is the answer to 

this demand. It has been suggested by one educator that since 

we are not prepared for war, or not prepared for peace, and 

have educated for a working world, we now have the opportuni-

ty, to educate for a world of leisure. 

Unfortunately, space in this thesis cannot be given to 

enumerate the many values of physical education. But at the 

present time it is rightly considered a vital part of any edu-

cational program. Whether it will always be considered as 

such might be a point of conjecture. The above named author 

in the following quotation gives an interesting thought on 

this subject: 
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Whether we (physical educators) are a fad or a 
fundamental, in order to moot this challenge of lei-
sure, our physical education for the present jmist 
make its contribution toward equipping our youth, 
cur boys and girls, with skills which can be U3ed 
not only now but which can be used as they become 
wen raid women. ">'e must teach activities which can 
be enjoyed alone, 3uch as archery, swimming, 
riding and skating; or which can be indulged in by 
two3 and fours.oG 

Increased means of transportation have affected present 

day recreation and leisure tine activity taore than any other 

contributing factor. Miles have become minutes through the 

use of automobiles, trains, airplanes and ocean liners. Eu-

rope is closer today than it has ever been. Recently a new 

liner crossed the Atlantic Ocean in a little more than-four 
"V7 

days." Aeroplanes travel over two hundred miles an hour over 

regular passenger routes. Trains are sleek, slim streaks of 

alloy metal traveling over a hundred miles an hour. I "ore im-

portant still is the fac-t that "Mr. ana Krs. Jrown" and fam-

ily can drive in their new car fifty miles an hour in as many 

minutes for an afternoon picnic. 

Vacationists spend their two or three weeks' reprieves 

from work thousands of miles away from their places of busi-

ness. They travel from the mountains to the sea, from the 

city to the country, from the East to the West and otherwise, 

where new surroundings, new faces, and new activities furnish 

added zest for living; by so doing they obtain their view-
*zn 
Agnes R. Wayman, Education Through Physical Education, 

p. 255. 

37 
The "Normandie," a new trench liner. 
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points. Thousands who do not live on tho coast flock to the 

beaches, cvcuv.r after nunr.er. They learn to cv/im. They find 

they like to swin, end upon returning; to their inland towns 

and cities they seek the use of artificial pools, and inter-

est others in learning to swin. 

A noro universal knoYfled^e of swirtninr;, due to artificial 

facilities, is the -.est important factor for di actios ion in 

V a t u d y . It in interest liv; to note that the higher civil-

izations have always i-rovided public artificial "bathing facil-

ities. The Romans, particularly, had elaborate baths. Ruins 

of the no bathing places a till shav intri ;ate and detailed de-

sign that park then as buildings of beauty raid importance. 

It has been found that these ancients had hot and cold water 

conducted to and fror: tho pool thro^Ji pipes a.iddrainn. To-

day, our artificial pools are reaching a higher levol of U3e 

and beauty. The advantages of non-rusting pipes, feeding; 

and draining punpn, chlorination and sanitary Treasures were 

not l.nown in other eras. Indirect li^htinc, colored tiles, 

and r.arble add to tho beauty of pool'?. Oraduated depths 

allev: people of all a_es ana decrees of ability to swim with 

safety and ei i j oyr.ent. 

natural bathing places all over the country are being 

converted into seni-nrtificial pools. Artificial lidits, 

concrete floors over nud botfcor-.n, concrete ledges and walks 

aro rid the "swiitmi:^ hole" turn it into a clean, safo, well-

planned and well-used beauty spot. Possibilities for a com-
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bination of artificial and natural facilitie?• are unlimited. 

Intero3t in all forris of at'miotic sports and pa;-ca, for 

recreation, for physical development, for health and skill 

iaii integral part of Arucrican life today. If, ai has been 

said, "competition ir. the life of trade," BO also i3 it the 

mainspring of this ̂ rov/in'j popularity of athlotic.-. Our 

daily newspapers, our periodicals, TT :JCT; weeklien at the 

roving picture sheW3, our national advertising, the radio, 

and all for;aS of publicininp feature brilliantly the a any 

and various atblctic conpetitions taking place daily all over 

the country, '?hoy rnnouncc, in clarion accent";, the uinners 

ond the lo -ore; they reveal record:-;, -ado ?nr? broken; they 

proclain the outntandir\p achiovenontr; ~f individuals and teams 

in their choscn fields. The Anericcai public awaits these 

verdicts with an. intense interest, ani an enthr.oiasv.: and a 

partnership that ?.«! not evinced, even in. the iiajor concerns 

of our national life. 

The leisure tiv.e ...artnod by the order of our oconoriic 

and nodal syntc::s contributes largely to thir; increasing 

opportunity an1 propensity for anvr-or.cmt rr.d play. Tlov/over, 

the preater r.vriber of persons involved docs not necessarily 

indicate that there is enlarjed participation by the arses, 

r.3 night be expected. On the contrary, Jay b. Hash has this 

to nay: 

PVery indication at the present t:ir,e 3s thet 
with excessive leisure men will turn out to be a 
spectator. Merely because it is the easiest thins. 
"Spectatoritis" has becor,:e almost synonymous with 



Anerlcrnisri. Wo are In the r̂ lcicliatorial a~c of 
Rome, with^Xew participants and many seat3 Tor the 
s^octator 

'Thile this nay be true of most athletic activities in 

•which '.ve are Interested today, it can hnrdly be said of swim-

ming. Above all other sports, swimming can be participated 

in and enjoyed by any pnd all. It can be adapted to the 

means and proclivities of the mosses, and to the Individual 

as well; and our Interest in championship achievement, so 

evident in many other sports as they are pursued today, should 

never be allowed to eclipse or interfere with individual en-

deavor In this field. 

In the "Forward" to Water Parents^ Gomes and Stunts, 

we note the following: 

The aquatic program in Anerica should provide 
us with glorious adventure for many years to come if 
we cm. "keep it colorful and glamorous and full of the 
play spirit. But if we over-empnasize speed and 
training for speed, water sport3 will become drudg-
ery to the members of that large group who find 
themselves not amon^ the championship aristocracy. 

• 'en CRnnot ^row by vicarious participation In oxerclse 

or sport. ~Tis survival will depend on his over interest and 

part in vigorous activities. Of these, swinr.'ini seems the 

best suited to his nature end needs. 

Hrs. Lyda Sheffield T7ac!:ie says, "Specifically, shimming 

shovld contribute to a well balanced rersonality b-.r increas-

B. Nash, Administration of Physical Education, 
p. 12G. 

39^4 «-•>- ® +•- ^ and Stunts, Oliver T.'cCormiclc, Water Parents, Games 
" Forw ard," by Y.ilbart mi.rand Longfellow. 
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i:\r exilic, Imawlsd^c, attitudes an:.1 th- appreciation. of so-

= „ n40 
' j l v . i V L . < I V » J • 

Perhaps the greatest prTiise in tbe ovd:11 "v/1.rr ing 

Interest lien in its appeal as an individual undertahirc in 

<̂ ro\ip participation. For a co-oducational sv;irr?.n;; program • 

*Trs. '.'aĉ ie sup.;octs t 

The rwirr iin" 'orĉ rar; ~P.ov.ld bo ro planned as 
to enrich in three ways the experience of the indi-
vidual participating. M r at, it should sat 3 sfy 
physical requirements by having Efficient activity 
to meet the neur orrmscular and organic needs; by 
divine adequate deep water emergency tests and a 
variety of swimlnr: 3VJ.ll tests -.0 ar. to insure 
safety; and by having the work done in a pool where 
hi;jh .-.tmdards of sanitation are enforced end '-"'..its 
of personal hygiene are supervised. Second, it 
<d:.o".'ld satisfy Mental needs; stinu"ote thirJrirv;; 
attach satisfaction to the desired outcomes; and 
by e;:pandin3 the swiimins; recreativo ;;ar.e, an'"' dra-
matic activities, add to the enjojbient and aesthe-
tic a"precirtim of t'-p indivJ.dual. Third, it 
3hould contribute definitely to the development of 
enriched "oeial and -.oral standards. 

The ^rowin^ popularity of sv/iiamiiî  as a recreational 

sport nn»J social exercise is evidenced everywhere today in 

the increasing denand for facilities, in the ride display of 

b nth in;* a*i<? bead1 costunes end accessories, in the persis-

tent "iissirdnation of safety lore and the publicizing of 

safety measures, and in ~rovrinc leisure-tine participation 

by the •.ta -ses. Francis P. . Greenwood, in her îblio.p.raphy 

on ST/lrriliy;, Divine ^nd Water 5; orts, reports: 

^Lyda Sheffield Packie, "Kxperiiaent in Co-ideational 
Swirmin;"; Instruction," Journal o£ health and Physical Ildu-
cation, I'arch li)32, Vol. ill, Ko. 3, p.~23. 

41Ibid., 
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The rational recreation Association recently 
completed a survey of the leisure hours of 5,000 
people. These people were asked, among other things, 
to list activities In the order which they liked to 
participate. By an overwhelming majority, swimling 
ranked first.42 

Tlie place of swimming in modern life seems natural and 

its growth assured, but this will depend, in the main, upon 

proper ins true ti on t Concerning this, T. V,. Sheffield pre-

dicts : 

The phenomfclal Interest taken in the subject 
by every country and public throughout the world 
during the last few years promises to make swimming 
an international movement for the everlasting be:.o-
fit of humanity. The time will be when swiirnr.in-j, 
v.'ill be recognized i-.s tlio nest perfect ?onn. of ex-
ercise for all-round jjhyslcal development yet dis-
covered in the athletic world. ' 

Swimming In Public Schools and Colleges 

The years of school age are most important. They af-

fect the latter years of life to a great extent. Through 

schooling, from kindergarten to college graduation, founda-

tions far our ideals, habits and skills are laid. Leisure-

time activities are at present being greatly agitated through-

out the educational world. Shorter working hours today are 

presenting problems which did not exist years ago. Twenty 

years from now, the child of today may face, as an adult, a 

four or five hour working day with a leisure tine period 

AO 
Francis A. Greenwood, Swiarxing, Diving and ..ater 

Sports, p. 3G. J 

^^T. V,. Sheffield, Swimming in all Its Branches, Intro-
duction. 
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three timos as long. People must bo taught to play as well 

a.s to worh; ior, as tho old saying goes, "Gatan find3 mis-

chlcf Tor Idle hand3 to do." Activities leaxnied in child-

hood should havo possibilities for adult leisure. 

Childish energies mast bo directed. Parents and teach-

ora alihe are faced with the problem of giving children worth, 

v/hile outlets for thi3 activity of childhood. .1. j. TTash, 

described this trait as being fundamentally biological. lie 

says: 

It Is significant, biologically, that the child 
must choose one type of activity or another. He has 
no choice between activity and doing nothing for 
there is no doing nothing. The hereditary hand bade A. 
of the child pu3h.es hin forward--it demands activity. 

The same author statos further that "If there is to be 

a lr.rge U30 of leisure it :rust be based upon wide participa-

tion of activities during the years cf childhood."^® 

However, if activities taught to children are entirely 

of the tsam game 3ort, there will be little carry-over. Lack 

of equipment, unfortunately, forces the use of games of low 

organisation almost entirely in the elementary schools. Team 

ganes and sport3 are valuable for many rea3on3, but it is 

the individual activities that the boy will do a3 a nan and 

that the girl will enjoy as a woman that are often neglected 

in our school program. Team games, 3uch as baseball, foot-

B. Hash, "LBlaure, for What?" Journal of Health and 
Physical Education, VI, (I"ay 1035), Ho. 3, p.' 12. 

J. B. Nash, Administration of Physical Education, p. 125 



ball, soccer, hockey and basketball, are enjoyable end bene-

ficial from. the physicr.l and psychological standpoint, but 

in which, with the exception or professional athletics, few 

adults ever- participate. TUxaoball is perhaps on exception 

to thin caae• City recreation departments, through the use 

of artificially lighted fields, have riade po<:».~iblo the use 

of b- seball as an adult recreation. 

The value of the service that physical education is 

contributing to child education could be increased if young-

sters were trained in the skills of individual activities. 

Included in this category, activities should bo such an • ay 

be performed alone or in very small groups, like archor, 

skating, hiking, horseback riding, and swimming. 

G. i-'. L. llichols, in -iscuasiiig the teaching of swim-

ming in elementary sch.v.ls, says: 

. . . The age attained bj> tho averse sixth grader 
is the time the elements of swimming are best 
learned and with the niaximun. facility. The prop-
er degree of physical strength is now developed 
and it is usual to find that the retarding fears, 
which may come to the child as he grows older with-
out acguiring the knowledge of swimming, are ab-
sent.46 

Very few of our schools are prepared to meet this 

ideal basic principle. Swimming in the elementary school in 

the United States, and certainly in Texas, is almost unknown. 

High Schools over the country fare slightly better, while in 

**C. p # T# "icholn, ''Tverp Sixth Orn.de Pupil a °wim:.-:er,
n 

Recreation Magazine, XXIV, (February 1931), Ho. 11, p. 26. 
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Toxas vro find few more than a dozen junior and senior high 

schools offering sv/inning as pert of the physical education 

program. A larger percentage of colleges, however, ere 

equipped to offer swimming to their students. 

Generally speaking, spinning activities in tho public 

schools r\re not available because o.f the cost of equipment. 

In the larger towns and cities, which already have munici-

pally operated pools some agreement might possibly be made 

whereby the school could use these facilities for class in-

struction. 

It is logical to believe that if ouch arrangements were 

made seasonal and factional participation, so dangerous to 

the pool owner or manager from a financial stand:oint, could 

be met. Through such cooperation, opportunities could be 

given to countless school children for an enjoyable and val-

uable activity. 

On the other hand, we have this suggestion from J. 3. 

IIa3h. "The installation of a swimming JJOOI (in elementary 

schools) could well be afĵ ordod, if it could be given v/ide 

community U3C during the evening and vacation periods."^ 

In this manner night and summer vacation classes, for 

adults, in the school pools woxild give added impetus to swim-

niu;; activities and furnish greater use of swimming equip-

ment. 

C. P. L. Nichols says: 

ATJ 

'J. B. Nash, Administration of Physical Education, p. 252 
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It is common to find tliat tLe elementary 
schools of th© United States have not included 
swifting as an essential part of their physic£-1 
equipment. Yet in England this is not the case. 
Speaking of physical education in the English 
schools, Henry S. Curtis says, 'The ability to 
swim is an essential part of an IhglickT:•.̂ m, s ideal 
of education. There are public swimming baths in 
all the large cities oi ^iiglund, and rulmlng is 
general. There were, in 1903, forty-six public 
swii:im±ng bathe in London. To the no the children 
are taken during the spring and fall by their reg-
ular teachers.1 

Howard hrauchor, in an articlc entitled "Children 

r'irst," says: 

Dvcn when men are unemployed and huijgry, mu-
nicipal playgrounds and recreation centers are kept 
up and open. One i.iilxion dollars more v;as e;-:pend-
ed for recreation leadership in 1330, tho year of 
business depression, than the your ±.Tevious. 

After all, taxpayers are first of all fathers 
and mothers of children • and men and women who care 
for children. 

Economy cannot well begi.'.: with the children. 
Children first always and forever. The future be-
fore the present, and a cnxld is fully a child only 
ao far as he plays that is the kind of being he is; 
that is the way lie grow3. 

Children would rather play than eat--though 
they will do their aaarc of eating later when the 
game i3 over. 

In times of unemployment we need all the cheor 
we can get. Vie recognize that it is no time to rob 
children'of any part of their childhood. ̂  I'ore 
rather than less play is needed when morale mubt be 
kept. 

Of course, you cannot have the best play for 
children unless you have fathers and mothers who 
keep smiling, who keep courageous, who keep playing 
themselves, who bring back into the heme the spirit 
of play. y 

~3C. P. L. ilichclc, "Jlvery Sixth Grade rupil a Swimmer," 
Recreation Magazine, XXIV (February 1931), No. 11, p. 26. 

^Howard Braucher, "Children First," Recreation Maga-
zine. XXVI (fciay 1951), p. 205. 
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I!r. T,.ranchor quotes Joy Elr.or TTor̂ an *.n the following: 

In the fc.cc of danger or disaster on a sirO:ing 
ship we should strike down anyone who attempted to 
nave himself at the expense of a child. Childron 
cone first not only in sinking ships but in our 
hearts, our homes, mr schools, nnd our churches. 
They are first. The race can save itself—can5lift 
itself higher—only as children are lifted up. 

Swimming as a Kenedy for Physical Disability 

/.3ide from being a stimulating recreational activity 

for young and old, rich or poor, male or female, swimming 

can be the most beneficial to the health and well being of 

all the varied forms of sport and exercise. The physical 

exertion rightly controlled and directed builds up body 

strefigth and aids in proper development. This exercise per-

formed in water, coupled with the fun of companionship and 

amid wholesome surroundings, is do\;bly effective in its ap-

plication and results. While for the well and vigorous swim-

ming provides stimulating play and pleasure, the sick and 

weak need not be excluded nor deprived of a full share of 

the benefits and enjoyments. 

Water as a therapeutic agent has long been recognized 

and uned in many ways. There have been discovered means of 

helping the sick and encouraging the afflictc-d to handle 

themselves in natural swimming or bathing pools, so that they 

too may participate in a form of physical exercise and bene-

fit, as well as by the immersion in healing waters. Larjorie 

°^Howard Braucher, "Children First," Recreation Iiaga-
zine, XXV (May 1921), p. 205. 
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Cr̂ ip '103 written: 

Sv/imnin;, has been called tlie m03t healthful of 
sports, and its values are recognized in the treat-
ment of various diseases as well. TTany hospitals 
now provide swimming facilities in their physiother-
apy departments with bencficial results to the pa-
tient.OJ-

In Francis A. Greenwood^ Swimming, Diving and Water 

Sport3 appears the statement: 

The American I'edical Association recently rec-
ommended a daily swim for all nurses. Thoy based 

this recommendation on the great relaxing pernors of 
water and the exercise.^ 

The physically handicapped individual may feel that ac-

tivity, even in water, is not for him. T. V:. Sheffield, how-

ever, says, "tfany a nan who cannot get along comfortably on 

land is at home in the water. 

In Recreation Magazine, we read, " . . . Swimming has 

been instrumental in the rehabilitation, mentally and phys-

54 

ically, of the handicapped individuals." 

Cripples, victims of paralysis, neurotic invalids even 

persons with amputated limbs can learn to maintain themselves 

in water. In doing this, their pleasure m d delight are far 

above the normal. Sheffield cites a case of a World iVar 
e? — — 

Marjorie Ganp, "Swimming and Water Front Safety," 
Sports Woman, VI, (April 1935), Ho. Q, p. 12. 

52 
Francis A. Greenwood, Swimming, Diving end Water 

Sports, p. 73. 

Y». Sheffield, Swimming In All Its branches. p. 1G7 

54 
H. Norman ingelson, "Value of Swimming as a Recreation-

al Activity," Recreation Magazine. XXVI, (Nov. 1932), Ho# 8, 
p. 144• 
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veteran who had lost both legs, enjoying the use of the swim-

ming pool and even diving from the high board. 

\"o rejiienibep that Lord Byron sufferod the affliction of 

a club foot. :ic had to use a cane to help himself about, 

yet, he was an expert sv/iraner. So interested did he become 

in the question, a3 to whether or not the babied Leander act-

ually swaiti the Hellespont, across and back the sane night, 

that he undertook to brave tliese turbulent water and success-

fully swam them more than once* 

The true life story of Annette Kellerman is an inspira-

tion to everyone who has tho courage to live and conquer 

seeming miracles. From a wea.;, helpless and crippled child 

.she developed into a young woman whose matchless perfection 

of form becaue as ffned as her swimming abilities. Annette 

Ivellenuan was born in Australia and lived near the sea. Her 

sorrowing father would carry her down to the beach and let 

her lie in the salt water where he helped and encouraged her 

to try to use the withered little limb3. She gained strength, 

Sho gradually found herself able to move abrut in the 'oouy-

ant waters. Annette Kcllerman learned to swim. It became 

not only her heenest pleasure, but she made it her lifo work 

to go about the world, telling her story to others and giv-

ing exhibitions of types of swinging and diving that were 

the marvel of the age. 

V/. Sheffield, Swimming in All Its Branches, p. 169. 
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As U'rancis A. Greenwood has written, "The power of 

water and its carefully controlled use is unsurpassed as a 

restorer of paralyzed muscles, as a corrective agency for 
t 

faulty body mechanics, as a builder of efficient bodies." 

In Recreation Magazine, under the title "Sv/inariing Their 

Way to Health," an article relates that: 

. Learning to swim in a swimming -?ool has given back their "land legs" to three Louisville 
children, victims of infantile paralysis, and sev-
eral other8 are gradually gaining the use of their 
liiribs. At the advice of the physicians the child-
ren entered the free swimming classes conducted by 
the Louisville, Kentucky, Division of Recreation, 
where they were given special instruction, The 
classes are conducted in conjunction with mothers* 
class so that the mother of the child can learn to 
swim at the same time.0' 

Pranklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States, 

as we ill know, was a victim of Infantile paralysis. His 

stru^le against this handicap has become a "saga" of inspir-

ational courage and cheerfulness. He has personally inter-

ested himself in many individual cases and rightfully lias 

lent the power of his position and prestige to help hundreds 

afflicted with the dread malady. In Hygela Magazine, issue 

of October, 1930, in speaking of this great work Edith Reeves 

Salenberger says: 

Like so many needed health movements, the 
Warm Springs Foundation has a personal origin. 

^Francis A. Greenwood, Swimming, Diving and Other 
Sport3, p. 58. 

Swimming Their Way to Health," Recreation Magazine, 
VIII (September 1935), TIo. 6, p. 304. 
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Franklin. E>. Roossvelt, now Governor of Ilev; York, 
(1930), was disabled by pollortyelitis in 1321. 
Three years later, in 1024, he chancod to hear of 
a young man in a similar condition who had 3pent 
throe summers at Y/arr. Springs, On. The young -an 
had at first been assisted to the pool in a prac-
tically helpless condition. He soon found that he 
could move under the warn water the limbs that 
were helpless outside the water. Persistent exer-
cise so increased his nuscular strength that by 
the end of the third summer he was able to discard 
braces and walk with the help of one cane. 

The (then) Governor of New York made a trip to the 

Springs and was benefitted. The publicity of his visit and 

sojourn made them famous and riany other patients seeking aid 

on recuperation were brought there. 

In the last four or five years, with proceeds from his 

famous Birthday Ball, President Roosevelt has been able to 

carry forward a work which will be a lasting tribute to his 

own cheerful, patience and persistent courage. 

Swimming might well be called the "sport of cripples." 

It cannot be said of any other sport or recreation that it 

reaches, or should reach, the teeming millions of our people, 

that it can be participated in by all, and that its pleasures 

and delight can be turned into incalcuable benefits and re-

sults in better health, greater beauty and increased effici-

ency of our children, youths, men, and women, it is lament-

ably true, of course, that there are drownings, injuries, 

and harmful outcomes in the pursuit of this activity. A 

great many reasons can be found, for these distressing even-

tro Out ''Edith Reeves Saleriberger, "Warm Water Healing," Ilygeia, 
VIII (October 1930), lJo. 10, p. 914. 
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I'.ualitios; hov/ever, swii.t:ing can be :iuue suier v/hsn proper 

facilities nnd expert Instructions are everywhere provided, 

and 

•Jr owing stronger and stronger, 
we bear the challenging appeal of the 
thousands of persons who naught be 
almost remade by the careful 
application of correct water treatment. 

That appeal becomes clearer and clearer; 
we hear the words of those boys and girls, 
these r.en and women, as they dream of 
the future—then make their call to the water. 

Build :xe straight, 0 7.'or thy faster, 
Staunch and strong, a goodly vessel 
That shall laugh at all disaster, 5 g 
And with wave and whirlwind wrestles. 

(Longfellow) 

In the very interesting book, Disabled Persons, by Sul-

livan and Kenneth, we find the causes of crippling condition 

to be: 

The nos t comprehensive study is the very re-
cent one of the International Society for Crippled 
Children, nade in 1924. It represents data based 
on the cases of 6507 children. The causes were as 
follows: 

Infantile paralysis . . . . . . 27.23/* 
. 23.65/a 
. 13.15;-
. 3.05% 
. 4.20,; 
. 3 • Qtl% 
. 20.20;.' 

Bone and Joint tuberculosis 
Congenital deformities 
Rachitic 
Traumatic condition . . . 
Osteomyelitis . . . . . . 
Other conditions . . . . 

In interpreting these percentages it irrnst be 
remer.ibered that they are derived fro;- cases which 
wore in institutions, 13 hospitals and 15 conval-
escent hones. The Ohio Pepartr.ient of health re-
ports a percentage of infantile paralysis cases as 
high as 41.20, based on 1125 clinical orthopedic 
diagnoses. Hie conclusion is probably safe that 

59 
Francis A. Greenwood, Swimming, Diving and Water 

jSgorta, p. 53* 
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f o r the co\ n t ry o.t largo i n f a n t i l e p a r a l y s i s ( p o l i -
omyel i t i s ) i s the chiof cause tlxat i s rnakins c r i p -
jiles of c h i l d r e n . . . • A rccent study of c r ipp led 
ch i ld ren i n Chicago nado by the Chicago Comnunity 
Trust f o r the notary 0lub a l so j i v e s a s t r i k i n g 
propor t ion caused by i n f a n t i l e p a r a l y s i s which i s 
51 per c o a t , but i n add i t ion c ^ l l s a t t e n t i o n to the 
s i s e of another group, t ha t caused by spas t i c p a r a l -
y s i s , 10 per cent# I t b r ings out , too , t h a t GO per 
cent of the causes v/ero due t o d i s e a s e s , and £5 per 
cent v/ere congen i t a l . Another discovery of rruch 
inpoi*tance rc&de in t h i s survey was t h a t the onset 
of the c r i p i - l i n j condi t ions in 53 per cent of the 
cases was i n the age period between one and f i v e 
y e a r s . T.ten t h i s S3 per cont i s added to the 25 
per cent c r ipp led froaa b i r t h , the need f o r ea r ly 
euro i s convincingly ahovnau0^ 

I t would seem, t h e r e f o r e , t h a t a very considerable r e -

duct ion in the nu-ibor of d icabled persons i s bein^ r-nde by 

the core and t r ea tnon t of crip; : led ch i ld ren end can s t i l l be 

f u r t h e r extended by rnalcir^ f a c i l i t i e s f o r such care and ade-

quate t r ea tmen t . 

George '.!• 0 or sen has t h i s to say abo-^t the the rapeu t i c 

value of : 

r2h.o r o t a ry ac t ion of the body in srrhz'inr the 
various crawl 3trolce3, and the trudgoon atrolre, 
cause such, a novencnt of the e n t i r e "pine c.g to per -
mit so f r e e a flow of nerve fo rce through the sp ina l 
ciiannels on to bo au toeh i rop rac t i c . The a n t e r i o r -
p o s t e r i o r , end the l a t e r a l movements of the sp ine , 
when the body i s r e l a x e d , raid in the ho r i zon ta l po-
s i t i o n i n the wa te r , are of enormous value t o the 
<jrowir\j c h i l d , eai-ccinlly to those viho have been 
a f f e c t e d by i n f a n t i l e p a r a l y s i s ; such novenents a l -
so sure ly develop a t a l l e r growth. A strong npine 
i s of trenendous importance to everyone who wishes 
t o l i v e through l i f e *od aceer.plish a ^rer.t d e a l . 
As the contro l of the body panse3 through the sp ine , 
and tho pros cure on the norvee erier^In^ fror: the 
s i i n e to the var ious organs a f f e c t s g r e a t l y end 

CO 
O-car Sul l ivan and fJnortacn Kenneth, Disabled Per-

sons , Their Education end R e h a b i l i t a t i o n , p . G1-G2. 
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sometimes totally interferes with the function of 
that organ or muscle and hence causes various dis-
eases instead of ease. Crooked spines cause un-
told suffering in the world* Therefore, see that 
all growing children do a greater amount of swim-
ming, and theft if the food is.right also, they can-
not possible grow croolced spines* 

There is no doubt but that adults can, to a 
certain extent, benefit their spines by swimming, 
as the snakelike contortions of the body In twist-
ins arid turning are always taking place when one 
is active in the water. There are, without a doubt, 
far more spinal motions performed in swimming than 
in any other athletic activity* 1 

£Tr. Corsan writes further: 

Swindling is a vigorous offensive against phys-
ical deterioration. Swimming prevents crooked 
spine, round pelvicEPofliapsuB and displacement in 
women,ipot belly, narrow chest and shoulders, stiff 
joints, stiff muscles, clogged skin pores and skin 
diseases, self-centered thoughts and insanity, tlri-
idlty, valvulus and intussusception, despondency, 
dry skin, aplay and flat feet, flat chest, pigeon 
.breast, and too oily skin. 

In making this statement, I donft r.ean that 
anyone is to suppose that, ignoring diet, fresh air 
during the day, and in the bedroom during sleep, 
and other hygenic advice- swimming alone will pre-
vent malformations, etc. 2 

Dr» Charles L« Lawman has thi3 to say about the value 

of tho swimming pool: 

Most discussions of the character of conditions 
treating pools, tanks and water-baths refer to some 
form of paralysis. Except In isolated Instances, 
the poldomyelitis form of paralysis has comprised 
the bulk of cases which have been given exercises 
in the water. 

About twelve years ago, hearing of Dr. De 
Kuee's method of ordering congenital hip cases to 
walk in water, we were led to study the effects of 
pool work on a variety of conditions other than of 

^George H. Corson, The Diving and Swimming Book, 
p. 139. 

G2Ibid«. p. 146-147. 
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Liio puralvtic £roup. roleonyclitio cases fill 
rani: f5inr>t in ntufbcr treated, and in order or fre-
qi.one;-, the general ran£o of conditions treated 
stand about as follows: 
Paralyses: 
1. Flaccid (infantile paralysis) chronic and 

acute 1yp©. 
2. Spastic (Little's Disease) or 3pastic paraly-

sis type. 
3. Following spinal injuries, and t\:onors. 

'Postural Deviations: 
1. General relaxed posture. 
2. Scoliosis. 
3. Round back. 
4. T'ollow back. 
5. Foot and le^ deviations. 

Various Arthrodeses: 
1. Foot. 
O ^ • )pine. 
3. r.ip joint. 
4. All other types. 

Tendon Transplants: all typos. 
Fascial 1'1 a,"tics: Abdon.ir_.al, spinal, prtclla, otc, 
Joint Plastics: 
1. Shelf operations for congenital hips. 
2. Closed and open reductions, congenital hips. 
3. Arthroplasties. 
4. Bone blocks. 

!?ons Plastics, Osteotomies: all kinds. 
PTactures: 
1. After open reduction. 
2. After closed reduction. 

Traunatic Sprains, Strains mid Dislocations: 
1. Backs. 
2. Shoulders. 
3. Hips. 
4. Feet and le^s. 

Open wounds and Infections: 
1. Osteomyelitis, post-surgieil. 

Septic arthritis. 
3. Infected incisions. 
4. Ulcerative skin lesions, decolietus, includ-

ing haemophilias type. 
Epiphysitis: 
1. Spinal. 
2. Perthes disease. 
3. Schlatter-Osgood 

Congenital Defects end Deformities: 
1. V/ith bone defcrr.ities. 
2. Yvith muscular anomalies. 

Cardiovascular Cases: Phlebitis, Thrombo-angiitis 
etc. 
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Neurological Cases: 
1*. Progressive iroscla Atrophy, raliomyelitis, 

r̂aooplmlitis, T'y&tonija., etc* 
2» Postural (in connection with neurological 

lesions)• 
3• Surgical (ante and post-operatIve treatment 

car neuro-surgical cases)• 
4. Traumtic in juries Involving nervos. 
5* Congenital (such as Little*s iJisoaso—spina 

bifida)• 
Pochiattic Cases: 
1. Hysteria* 
£• Insosania* 
3* neuroses# 
4* neurasthenia, otc. 
Anons those recognising the value of pool 

treatment is Vernon L« Bert, who, in 1033- wrote: 
#3optio Joint®, hand Infections, oateonyelitis, 
paralyses, fracturos, and other conditions affect-
ing loc csaotlon, will often shew ronarkablc Itiprov Di-
ssent if treated under water at the proper tirso dur-
ing tho therapeutic pro&ron« Tlwa mc&er of illus-
trati on3 to shear the practical applications of 
those various princlplos ic unlimited, while the 
vast rrurkor of principle* Involved in surgical 
Judgment and surgical technique will not ©von be 
considered*1 

unless owiming instructors and teachers of 
recreational activities in water have special 
training, they should nake no attarapt to handle 
pathological diseases, and of structures involved, 
night li&ht up BG33& quiescent disease process or 
increase potential or inherent defarrdty. Persons 
who deviate from the normal who wish, to join in 
pool activities, as ija schools, should do so under 
doctor* a ponaissioacu63 

Consensus of Opinions on the Value of Swtenins 
as a Becreational and educational Activity 

lir. Corsan in The living and 3wte&ins Book says: 

Between the usual feats of tho late Captain 
V.ebb, and of T'onty Holbein, who swen tho English 
Channel, and of £rs. Clejsent Cora on, the young 
Danish wotnan, between these and the average person 

^Charles Loroy Lownan, Toch.~J.quo of Underwater Jyrmaa-
ticsa p. 89-97. 
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v/hom \:e ncet ir. the streets or our citlcc, there 
is far too ^reat a £ap; a n& it is endeavor to 
fill thin <ja;L that I put forth this work, with the 
hope that swirming will be made compulsory in every 
i v.blic school in the rorlcl within the next ten 
yearn so that in another quarter century v;e y/ill 
hear no rioro about abnurd drov/ning accidents. 

/,c cording to Br. George >T. Wisher, 

v̂/irz.ting in conndered one of the best, if not 
the best, form of physical exercise. It 3tiimilates 
all the :TTU3cle3 of the body and yet without nervous 
strain or tension. It is, like few exercises, 
equally good for men and wonen of nil sees. 

Swtening does not develop large musculature, 
but tones up the rrasclcs and fashions then, in grace-
ful curves and lines. Swindling is a splendid stim-
ulation to respiration and circulation as v/ell as 
digestion. It makes for good posture. The.fact 
that the body doe3 not need to sustain its. own ^r 
v/cight provides for exercises of limited effort.uo 

Swinging develops self-confidence, courage and assur-

ance, and when carried to expertness enables the individual 

to rescue others from danger and from drowning. Moreover, 

swimming is rich in psychic; content. How happy and joyous 

people are when frolicking in the watert How they shout 

and yellI The whole femily, the whole class, the entire 

school or conpany nay 3wim together. It is extrerely social 

and joy provoking. 

If one likes to swim, he sides with the majority. In 

the many pools taken to indicate sports interest, swimming 

usually either leads the list or is not far below the top. 

a A 
George II. Corsan, The Diving and Swirling Book, 

Forward. 

^George II. Fisher, Introduction to Corsan's The Diving 
and Sv/lrminn Book. 
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Moat persona lihc to swim because of the enjoyment inherent 

In tho recreation but incidentally receive the other bene-

fits, such as the factors of safety and physical development. 

Its value in the athlctic prograri is apparent when one real-

izes that sv? inning is one of the few sports possible to all 

ages, both sexos, and to individual who are physically hand-

icapped in v/ays which pernit no other sport. 

Should one belong to the unfortunates who do not swim 

or do not Hire to swiri, he probably belongs to one of four 

classes: 

1. lie has never been in a situation where ho had ade-

quate facilities for learning. 

2. lie has learned to 3wim only slightly and does not 

feel secure in the water. 

3. He has had some unfortunate accident In connection 

with sr/lnmlng--either a drowning or near-drowning—and has 

never overcome the consequent fear. 

4. He ha3 3one physical disability which malces swiraming 

uncomfortable or painful. 

y»ith the proper amount of effort, patience and practice, 

under a capable instructor, these need not rear the chanoes 

for the enjoyment one should get from water activities. 

Br. Ainsworth, Director of Physical Education at Smith 

College, says: 

Swimming has and continues to hold a most im-
portant place in the program of physical education. 
Doubtless one reason for this is that swimming is 
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not a natter of a formal class but a useful and de-
lightful sport in everyday life aa well aa an import-
ant safety device. TTot only in swimming itself, but 
rather in all v/ater sports there is the sat icf act ion 
of individual effort combined, with, relaxation which 
makes ttiis activity truly recreational and one which 
deservedly ranks high in popularity 

Jessie Fairing Williams says: 

On the physiological side, swimming is an \m-
rivaled form of exercise for most persons; it favors 
health and contributes greatly to safety. 

But it seems to be most significant in relation 
to leisure time uses, and its adaptability for all 
ages and both sexes. The judgment is becoming nore 
established that health, strength, and vitality can 
not be acquired in youth and stored as a sort of re-
serve asainst U3e in adult life. On the contrary, 
the view prevails, more and more, that these desir-
able qualities of life come from a mode of living, 
that they flow from life, and that, therefore, no 
specialized early training can make them saie or 
permanent. Thus, 3w inning a3 an avocation becomos 
at once the way of life for many persons, and only 
the limitation of facilities prevents a more general 
expansion of the activity. 

I believe if the present increase in leiaiire 
time for all people keeps up without a corresponding 
increase in leisure time education, another genera-
tion will find intensified the problem of 'What 3hall 
we do?" While there are many wholesome activities 
which may contribute to proper employment of leisure-
time opportunities, it is probably true that motor 
activities will more nearly satisfy the majority of 
people. Swimming ranks high in the usefulness as an 
activity for leisure time. Skill and proficiency in 
swimming are intimately related to enjoyment of the 
activity, and hence,to the continued use. 

Moreover, the more young people we can teach to 
swim, the more individuals will we add to society 
who have learned something for other than economic 
reasons. Education for enjoyment and education for 
fine living are not in need of defense. One has only 
to observe the mistaken zeal of those who think of 
life in boms of financial rewards, trusting that 
later on, when success comes, harpiness may be bought. 

Analyzed. 

/•» r* 

'̂"".Dorottiy ociU'a Aiiiswoi-oh la 1 Oi-wai-u uu uosa' Swliaxulng 
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The tremondous growth or aquatic sport3 and the educa-

tional recognition divert to this fern of activity by tlie 

American Physical Education Association, American Red Gross 

First Aid and Life Saving Service, the Y. M. C. A., the Boy 

Scouts of America, and many kindred organisations interested 

in the education of the youth seem to substantiate its value 

as an educational activity worthy of any school# 

Cordell 3. J'ak&rius has thi3 to 3ay concerning the edu-

cational value of awiirrr.ing: 

Schools are recognizing that swimming not only 
is an excellent health builder but it is a necessary 
part of every child'a education. "any of the large 
cities now have school pools where children cru3t 
take swimming as part of the school curriculum. This 
is an excellent step in the right direction, for 
3Yiimmiri£ exercises every muscle in the body. It is 
a neutralizer. For the child who is underweight, 
the proper amount of swimming will build up weight; 
for the child who is overweight, swimming will help 
to reduce. This applies equally to adults. And one 
of the fine things about swimming is that in the sum-
mer time the child1a body is exposed to the life-
giving and energy-giving qualities of the sunlight. 

Swimming is an exercise that should be learned as early 

in life as possible, for a child, as a rule, has not the fear 

of water than an adult ha3. Therefore, it ia easier for him 

to learn. 

Because swindling is the only exercise where the person 

does not have to support his own body weight and because it 

consists of stretching, pulling, kicking and pushing all in 

67 
Jessie Feiring V.'illiams in Forward to Lybia and Hita 

Sheffield's Swimming Simplified. 

^Cordelia B. Makarius, "Teaching Youngsters to Swim," 
Parents' Magazine, VIII (Aiigust, 1933), p. 20-
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a prone po.>itir.n, the^e In no bettor .ml :;>:ei'cise. 

Frori nil un̂ I.jnod art'clc, "TlTuc-.tlon in the ' ater," In 

the T'orch 17 i.-.mo •̂T TJJ, terar;; '1̂  ;e3t v:o find th'.j corj-ent 

on cvrii.r ;i:i3: 

It would seor.i that ryirt .•.in~ fit,* well Into 
Utopian plana designed to nake college athletes build 
more than biceps. In tho Host, Yale'5 -oh i'lphtvfch 
has demonstrated that fact that some sv/lrmin̂  coach-
es ni^ht well ho named "Professor." Ton 7: oh in a on Is 
winding; UP a quarter century as a swim.ting coach who 
has taû jht far more than awi inning to sone 2,500 pu-
pils a year for twenty-eijht yci-Ts. 

As a coach, lie has turned out swimming teams 
that have won six Big Ten water polo chraipionshipa, 
ten BI& Ten swinninG championships, and five Nation-
al Intercollegiate championships—all 3ince 1014. 
But a record that ho is noro proud of wns yet by 
his pupils in 1022. In that year Yorthwestern un-
dergraduates saved 450 people fron drowning* Anti 
there are other significant records. For instance, 
his varsity swingers have Maintained a scholastic 
average of B-icinus for twenty-four years. 

Like "Iphuth, Robinson* s nost valuable v;crk is 
build Ins bodies that will ace gracefully. TTc takes 
yo\in£ bodiea warped or weakened at birth or by ac-
cident and nekes then feel at hone in the water, on-
able s then to build back to normal. As he nita it, 
'Kids are rcy life.'69 

In the opinion of ITornal Ensile on, swirs .ins as a recrea-

tional activity has no equal, lie states: 

Swirjning in its activity is far-reaching in its 
values. It is far-reaching also In that it is an 
activity which has been accepted, with few exceptions, 
by people of all clar.rcc and all a^er. At i ools 
maintained by boys' clubs, schocls, serai-private and 
private cycncies, ard at thouscr.cr ef bec.cl.es and 
lakes scattered throx^hcut the country, sv/innins is 
erze eecir^ly p opular. 

Last year, b,315,100 people enjoyed the fun and 
values of swirrrr.ins in 310 indoor pools in 1C£ cities; 

^"''Education in the Water," Literary Digest, 117, 23, 
1,1 arch 17, 1034. 
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while 17,651,105 people swaia in 700 outdoor pools in 
303 cities, all operated by recreation departments. 
llanj nov; pools are in process of construction to neet 
the ever-increasing deraand for facilities, and lead-
ers are bein^ trained and are ::iore in dei.ianci every 
day to £ive the type of service necessary to help 
people utilize to the fullest extent the recreation-
al possibilities of this sport. 

70 
Normal E. Enf̂ ilson, "The Value of Swimming as a Recre-

ational Activity," Recreation I'â azine. XXVI (June, 1932), 
p. 145 • 



CHAPTER III 

SWINGING IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

According to the 29th Biormlal Report published by the 

Department of Education for the years 1935-36, there were 

644 standardized schools in Texas. The total enumeration of 

children over six and under eighteen years September 1, 1936, 

was 1,553,855. 

The value of school property of the entire state was 

£235,236,456. 

Questionnaires were used to obtain information concern-

ing swinning participation and equipment in the public 

schools of Texas. One hundred questionnaires were mailed to 

the one hundred largest schools in the state. Of the hundred 

schools, forty-nine per cent returned the questionnaires, but 

there were only five of the forty-nine filled out. It was 

soon discovered that out of eighty-six cities that could well 

afford a pool in their school there were only eighteen pools 

in the entire state under the supervision of our public 

schools. In fact, there are only eighteen school pools in 

TexasHowever, the five that reported gave 27.3 per cent 

of the total number. There is a total of 7,957 children 

^Texas Public Health Department, Report of Pools Under 
Supervision, p. 2 
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enrolled In these five schools. These schools were junior 

ami senior high schools. This total of 7 , 9 5 7 would civ© ^ 

average of 1 , 5 9 1 pupils per school. 

The average size of these school pools was 41a feet in 

length and 22 feet in width. The average depth at the deep 

end was 8 feet 3 inches, and at the shallow end, 3 feet 2 

inches. The average capacity of each pool was 3 , 0 0 0 (50 gal-

lon) barrels* 

The water supply for the pools in all five cases was 

from deep wells containing soft water. 

Pour of the pools were constructed of concrete and tile, 

and were financed by the school without charge to the swimmers. 

One pool charged five cents per swim but this was probably 

for towel rental. 

All the pools are equipped with diving boards, three of 

which were covered with cocoa matting and two with rubber to 

prevent injuries from slipping. The boards averaged three 

feet in height. 

All the pools are equipped with filtering systems, but 

the poolfl are drained and the walls and bottoms are scoured 

as needed. Pour of the pool operators used some form of 

chlorine as a germicide for the pool water. They were found 

to be not quite so consistent in using germicides and deodor-

ants in txieir shower and locker rooms as only two reported 

this as being practiced. All pool managers required bathers 

to take showers before entering the water. Hot and cold 
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water was provided. Cap3 were required as part of the swim-

ming attire. Foot baths and physical examinations were re-

quired of all who swan in the i^ools. The general public waa 

not allowed to use these school pools. One pool operator re-

ports that the water was irritating to the eyes. This, how-

ever, was probably due to the chlorine content of the water 

as the pools all used chlorine, and the water source waa the 

same. 

In answer to the question, "Do pool conditions make dis-

ease-transfer probable?" all answered "Ho." All the opera-

tors reported that the regulations concerning the health con-

ditions of the surroundings were rigidly enforced. These 

pools have been in operation on an average of fifteen and one 

half years each, and there have been only two minor and no 

serious accidents or drownings reported. 

The original cost3 of the pools were unknown, iney were 

not self-supporting, as there was no charge made for the use 

of the pools. 

The sanitary condition of the pools waa evidently good 

as there were no eye, sinus, or nose infections, and only 

two ear and one throat infection reported for the past year. 

To the question "How often is a bacteria count made?" there 

was no reply. There were no accurate data kept, but four of 

the five pools reporting estimated that there were 51,980 

students who had used the pool in the last season. 

The instructors seemed to be well qualified for their 
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positions, as four of the five were physical education majors 

and Red Cross Life Saving examiners. There wore four life 

guards employed by the five schools. Only one of the pools 

was kept open after seven o'clock while one other was kept 

open the year round. There would "be an opportunity for par-

ents as well as students to spend some of their leisure hours 

at these pools, If arrangements could be made to keep than 

open in the evenings. 

Eight men and eleven women were employed, which made a 

total of nineteen Instructors for the five pools. There were 

twenty-five classes in swimming offered daily, most of which 

were beginners' classes, and averaged seven to the class. 

All schools had swimming clubs for girls, and one had a club 

for both girls and boys. Pour schools had swimming teams, 

and at least eight meets were held, consisting of the usual 

swimming and diving events. Two of the schools offered one 

half unit toward graduation for those who took swimming. 

There was a limit of 42.5 minutes to each swim. Some phases 

of Red Cross Tests were offered in all the schools, and swim-

ming was reported to be gaining popularity. 

There are 06 cities and towns in Texas ht.ving a total of 

529,293 scholastic population. If each child was charged 

seventeen and one half cents per swim, which is the average 

chorgo made by Texas pool operators, the annual proceeds 

would be «tfC9,930. At an average cost of ̂ 20,000 per pool, 

4.44 pools could be built In our schools each year. At this 
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rate it would be twenty years before our larger public schools 

would *oe equipped with pool3. If these pools were accessible 

now and each child went in swinging once each season, we 

would have an annual participation of 136,826 pupils. If 

each child swam more than once, as he rao3t assuredly would, 

and if his parents were allowed to go in with him, the re-

sults could easily be determined. I dare say that much of 

the child*s allowance for confections and picture shows would 

be spent for swimming tickets, which would be more beneficial 

to the child's development. The last statements are purely 

supposition, but they hive possibilities. 



CHAPTER IV 

SWH2,:il'D IK TIDCAS COLLEGES 

Of the sixteen colleges In Texas that have swimming 

facilities eight, or 50 per cent, filled out and returned 

the questionnaires pertaining to swiirming facilities sent to 

thera. All these colleges were co-educational and with a to-

tal of 23,890 students. 

The average length of the college pools was 72 feet and 

the width 41 feet 4 Inches. The average depth at the deep 

end was 0 feet and the shallow end was 2 feet 9 inches. These 

dimensions were slightly larger than those of the high school 

pool3. Six of the pools got their water supply from deep 

wells while one received its supply from a lako and one from 

a river. Five pools were constructed of concrete, and three 

of concrete and tile. Six were operated by the school with-

out charge to the swimmer, while two charged for swimming. 

Season tickets at three dollars each were available for the 

stunner months. The average charge for an individual swim 

was seventeen and one-half cents. The eight pools had ten 

diving platforms and twelve diving boards that were one and 

three meters in height, which is the standard height of 

boards used in all official diving contests. 

Five schools practiced the safety measure of covering 

57 
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their diving boards. The college pools held an average of 

3,500 "barrels of water and the water was changed on an aver-

age of once in eight days. Pour pools had filtering systems, 

but they were drained and the walls and bottoms were scrubbed 

once oach 57 days. Five pools had a continuous stream of wa-

ter running in and out of the pool and all of then used chlor 

riiie in the water as a germicide* A germicide and a deodor-

ant were used in all the shower and locker rooms, and all 

bathers were required to take showers before using the pools. 

Six of the pools were provided with both hot and cold show-

ers, while the other two had cold water available. One half 

of the pool operators required the swimmers to use capo, 

while there were no requirements for the other one half. All 

pools were provided with foot baths and bathers were required 

to use them before entering the water. Only one college fail-

ed to require physical examinations of their bathers. In 

only one college was the general pxxblic allowed to use the 

pool, but they were required to have a physical examination* 

Two pool operators reported that the water in their pools 

was irritating to the eyes and nasal passages. The entire 

group said that disease transfer is not likely because of the 

pool13 sanitary condition. 

Regulations regarding accident prevention and health 

were rigidly enforced. This is evidenced by the fact that 

they have b:-en in operation on an average of fifteen and one 

half years each without a single fatal accident or death by 
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drowning. There was only one pool operator that gave the 

original cost of construction of his pool and that was 

£>26,000. Two pool3 were 3elf-supporting, but the proceeds 

for any one year were not known. 

There had been no serious accidents and only eight minor 

ones reported in the past twelve months. Seven cases of si-

nus infection had been reported. This is to be expected un-

less the swimmers are taxight to breathe properly while in the 

water. Bacteria counts were made on an average of once in 

three weeks. 

There was a total of 27,370 people utcd the pools during 

the summer months or an average of 3,420 people per pool. 

Seven of the instructors were physical education majors 

and the other one was a physical education minor. They were 

all experienced in Hed Cross Life Saving and were all examin-

ers in the service. Three had been in competitive swimming 

for at least eight years. Seventeen life guards, eight men 

instructors and eight women Instructors were employed by the 

eight schools and thirty-five cl&sces In swimming were offered 

dally. Beginners, Intermediate and advanced classes were 

offered with an average of twenty-nine to the clans. Six 

colleges had swimming clubs and three reported that they had 

held swimming meets, two of which had seven meets oach. 

All the colleges offered from one to two and one half 

hours credit toward graduation. All the college pool opera-

tors limited the time children were allowed to remain in the 
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water to an average &f 40 ninutes. All the schools offered 

sone i-iiaso of Ked Cross Life Saving work and five offered 

swixcnin̂  test3 for Boy Scouts. 

All the colleges, except one, reported that the inter-

est in swimming was increasing, and in this case it was sug-

gested that the lack of increased interest was caused by the 

high altitude, which was 4,4G4 feet. Water polo was the 

only water gasie played to any extent. 



CHAPTER V 

SV/IOUNG UNDER NATIONAL AND PRIVATE 

ORGANIZATIONS 

Recreation Departments 

Of a total of 386 bathing places in Texas there ore 232 

pools. The other places are lakes, beaches, rivers, etc* Of 

the 232 pools in Texas 76 are under the direction and super-

vision of either city, state or municipal recreation depart-

ments. This leaves one hundred four swimming places that 

are not under very close supervision, such as our vast ex-

panse of beaches and lake shores* 

Houston has 22 pools or 7.8 per cent of all the pools 

in Texas. Pour of the larger cities, Houston, Fort Worth, 

Wichita Palls and Dallas have a total of 55 pools, or 19.5 

per cent of the total number of pools; 12 cities and towns 

have 95 pools, or 33.63 per cent of all the pools in Texas; 

45 towns and cities have 170 pools, or 60.35 per cent of the 

total number of pools* 

Young Ken's Christian Associations 

According to Wilson, 

Worcester, Brooklyn, and Newberry were among 
the early owners of gymnasiums constructed in their 
buildings, but not until Buffalo and Montgomery in 
1905 succeeded to Young Women13 Christian Associa-
tion buildings did any Young Women's Christian Asso-
ciation give swimming instructions In their pool* 
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Later on, a pool, or merely & plunge, began to be 
thought a requisite for any organization of this 
character,1 

In The Hand Book, written by the Young Women1 s Christian 

Association, we find this interesting statement: 

It is not so long ago that it was said with 
authority that girls in their early teens took to 
croquet, while boys of the same age took to swim-
ming and games of contest. Today, the swimming 
pool is as necessary as a gymnasium. TSwim to 
health,* says an author; 'there is nothing to con-
pare with an hour's swim as a refresher.1 On fine 
nights, girl swimmers in the city association pool 
astonish spectators with their skill. 

A course in life saving ends with an exhibi-
tion of prowess. The swimmer takes prescribed tests 
in distance swimming, diving for weights, releasing 
and towing other swimmers, and resuscitating the ap-
parently drowned. Swimming is just beginning to 
claim its place among sports, and young people are 
learning how notch it adds to fun and health. The 
association has adopted as a moto for its swimming 
classes, 'Winter to learn, spring to practice, and 
summer to enjoy.' 2 

Emmett A. Kice says: 

The Civil 7Jar called attention to the deficient 
man power of the nation and many observers came to 
the conclusion that the young men were of a very low 
physical standard. These beliefs gave impetus to 
the risd of sports and gave arguments for physical 
education in the schools and colleges. Leagues of 
amateur and professional athletes, athletic club3. 
Young Hen's Christian Associations and similar or-
ganizations contributed to the wave of enthusiasm 
and promoted athletic games and contests. 

In 1035, the International Training School of 
The Y. M. C. A. was founded at Springfield, Massachu-
setts for the purpose of furnishing the association 
with trained leadership. Two years later a depart-
ment of physical education was added. At that tine 

^Elizabeth Wilson, Fifty Years of Association Work 
Among Young Women, p. 10. 

^Young Women's Christian Association, The Hand Book. 
p • 36 * 
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tliore were about 170 Y. *!. C. A. gymnasia and about 
50 paid directors. 

Dr. Luther II. Culick, director of tlie training 
school at this time, said that 'the aim of the depart-
ment is to provide physical education, health, end 
recreation.1 He says further, 1 Physical examina-
tions and neasur orient should precode cxercise. If 
serious defects are found, corrective work should be 
prescribed. Exercises should be followed with a 
shower bath. The gymnasium should not be in the 
basement. It should be equipped with en artificial 
ventilating system, with showers and plunge bath. 
It is the duty of the physical director to teach 
personal hygiene, 3ex hygiene, community hygiene, 
first aid, and swimming. Outside organizations are 
encouraged to use the building facilities, the bas-
ketball floor, the bowling alleys, and the swimming 
pool.'5 

The Physical Education Department of the Young 
Men's Christian Association has had a steady growth 
the last forty years. The Year Book for 1925 re-
corded a total of 1,633 associations with a member-
ship of 968,929, of whom 454,936 were active. There 
were 808 gymnasia, 246 athletic fields and 547 swim-
ming pools. The number enrolled In regular gymnasium 
classes were 202,743 men and 206,314 boys, a total of 
409,557. There were enrolled in swimming and life 
saving classes 162,703. A total of 020 physical 
directors were employed. ITo other organization in 
the United States, outside the school system, equals 
this extensive work In physical education.4 

Of the twenty-one Y. C. A.'s in Texas there are 

eighteen that have swimming pools in their buildings. These 

organizations are more or less self supporting, and. it is 

evident from the ratio of pools to the number of associations 

that swimming pools are a good financial investment as well 

as a social and recreational one. 

The survey that was made showed that the pools in the 

°Exmnett A. Rice, A Brief History of Physical Education, 
pp. 194-197 

4IbId., p. 184. 
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Y. I T . C. A.'3 as they were operated at present, were not self 

supporting. Tills question cov.ld not be answered definitely 

as the membership tickets included the uses of the other fa-

cilities. One Anriy Y. I*. C. A. reported that their pool re-

ceipt a were $10,000 for the past year. 

There was a total of 31 minor accidents, but no major or 

fatal accidents were reported. Ho ca3e3 of eye, ear, nose or 

throat infection were reported, but there were 10 cases of 

sinus infection. All these Y. I'. C. A. pools l:ept close 

check on the sanitary conditions of their pools by having a 

bacteria count i.iade on an aver age of once every llj- days • 

Five pools that were kept open the year round reported 

that 154,050 people used the pools* 

All the directors or instructors reported having had 

either sx-ecial courses in Y. "• C. A. life saving or the 

American Red Cross Life Saving courses. Tliis should qualify 

these instructors for their positions and provide protection 

to those using the pool3. There were 13 of these instructors 

employed. 

In addition to the instructors, 7 life guards were en-

ployed. All the pools are kept open after 7 p. n. In winter, 

the water is iieated in all these pools except one. Thirty 

swirorning classes were taught daily with an average of 12 

people to each class. 

Either Red Cross or "Y" Life Saving Courses were offered 

at all the pools and there was an average of 12 to each class. 
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Swimming teor.is were organized at all the associations and 17 

meets were held last year. These meets included all the 

standard events in swimming said diving. The Y. C. A. pool 

operators offered a rruriber of water gone a and sport 3 and the 

interest in swimming increased. 

The American Rational Red Cross 

According to the American National Red Cross, 

Recreation in and on the y/ater has ever been 
and always will "be appealing and attractive to a nul-
titude of people. Indulgence in any of its forma is 
recognized almost -universally' as being a happy, health-
benefit ting experience, but it goes even deeper. In 
swimming, canoeing, rowing, sailing, notorboating, 
there may be found at one and the same time release 
for mind and body—release that makes a change from 
routine habits of living, thinking and acting to the 
not usual, nor habitual, sti- vlation of thought and 
activity which 'recreates1 the individual. Environ-
ment, activity, and mental and physical stimulation, 
all contribute to the environment which is so mani-
festly evident wherever and whenever people indulge 
in aquatic sports. 

Water sports are also among the most social of 
recreational activities. Pew, indeed, are there among 
other sports in which so many can engage simultane-
ously and in the same place regardless of age, ability 
or relationship. The bather is usually happiest when 
he is accompanied or surrounded by other bathers. The 
skilled fancy divor is most active when pitting his 
skill against other divers. Small craft, except cer-
tain restricted types, are designed for two or more 
persons. Bathing beaches and pools may range all the 
way from the little "swimming hole" which can accom-
modate its half dozen or so small boys, to the great 
stretch of surf bathing beach upon which ten3 of 
thousands disport themselves. Whether it is in family 
groups or crowds, the keenest enjoyment of water 
sports is to be fo\aid most generally in the company 
of others. 

The one dark note in an otherwise bright and 
stimulating picture is seen in the number of people 
who lose their lives by drowning (7,500 a year on an 
average during the past several years) and in the 
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many thousands who experience a nnoor~drovmirx'~ but 
manage to survive. It is not surprising, however, 
that these facts have had no effect in diminishing 
the nuriber of those who seelc recreation in and on the 
water, everyone, except perhaps the uninstructed 
small child, knows that there is this fundamental 
element of danger in the water, yet they are willing 
to take such risk as they may encounter. A great 
majority of people will never get into difficulty in 
the water, since, fortunately, the habit of caution 
will govern their actions, but there still will be 
many who, through lack of knowledge or lack of skill, 
will face the danger of drowning. 

Knowledge and skill—these are the things which 
tend to eliminate danger. Skill in aquatics it. ac-
quired through instruction and practice. Knowledge 
is gained by means of Instruction and experience. 
There is no end to the acquirement of either, and a 
person is reasonably safe in the water in exact pro-
portion to the amount of each he possesses. 

Swimming skill must, of course, always be the 
primary factor in water safety, whether one is in or 
on the water; "out skill in handling small craft, skill 
in meeting vmcommon situations and skill in assisting 
and rescuing others are of equal importance. 

For nearly a quarter of a century and beginning 
with the pioneer efforts of Wilbert U. Lon̂ fellov/, 
continuously a leader in this field, the Life Saving 
Service of the American Red Cross has been engaged 
in gathering information on all phases of water safety 
and in seeking out, developing and testing rescue me-
methods for life saving.® 

Man did not and does not naturally belong in the water. 

He lives, walks, eats and sleeps on land. His whole physi-

cal make-up—posture» body temperature, breathing apparatus, 

shape and arrangement of arms and legs, specific gravity, 

functions, everything—has been developed and is arranged far 

for terrestrial living. There is literally nothing to indi-

cate that there is anything natural about his aquatic activ-

ities; yet an unbounded curiosity, a dominant will and a 

^Harold P. Snlow, Life Saving and Water Safety. Preface. 
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marvolously adaptable brain and physical structure have not 

only urged him into the water but have prompted him to de-

velop a form of locomotion suited to his needs in the new 

environment. 

He has found comfort, relaxation and enjoyment in the 

experience, but at the same tine exporience has taught him 

that in the water there are definite limits beyond which he 

cannot safely go, and that there i3 a certain amount of 

knowledge of water conditions which he nust acquire. 

Everyone Icncrws certain basic facts about the water and 

about bathing. Water can suffocate (drown) a person if it 

closes over the mouth and nostrils for a more or less indef-

inite period of time; a few seconds in some cases, minutes 

in others. Dr. Charles A. Lauffer has this to aay: 

A man can fast forty days or more if water is 
plentifully supplied him, but if his diaphragm is 
paralyzed for three minutes, thus depriving hin of 
air, he may perish. A man requires oxygen, of which 
the air contains 20 per cent, and he rrust eliminate 
carbon dioxide gas, the reaction 6f which itself will 
paralyze (inhibit) his diaphragm. Prom whatever 
cause his diaphragm is paralyzed, it is self-evident 
that if the nan*s life is to be saved, artificial 
respiration must be employed until his disturbed 
nerve centers recover their normal facilities; that 
is, until he is able to breathe.6 

It is common knowledge that to move about and to keep 

from drowning in deep water, one has to learn how to swim, 

no one, as far as the records show, ever walked directly into 

the water and swam away without previous knowledge of, or 

g 
Charles A. Laufer, Red Cross Life Saving !'ethods» Bul-

letin 1005, Part III, p. 177 
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practice In came .form of swimming stroke. It in quite true 

that a number of persons who could not swim have fallen or 

liave been pitched into deep water and yet were able by stren-

uous effort to keep their heads above water, and in some 

ca363 actually mde a little progress; nevertheless, the fact 

remains that they have not been at ease nor could they con-

tinue their efforts for very long. 

These facts are fundanental and well known and need only 

to be repeated to children as they come to the age of under-

standing to insure a certain amount of water safety to the 

race. But this Is not enough. The record dov/ii through the 

ages of the millions who have drowned, despite their basic 

knowledge, bears witness to the fact that there are other 

factors in aquatic experience that have to be considered* 

Although much has been accomplished in safeguarding the lives 

of those who bathe and a system of rescue has been worked 

out to aid those \jho get into difficulty, it is a fact that 

real safety in the water is largely a personal matter; that 

is every person from the tine he first enters the water until 

his taste for bathing ceases, should steadily acquire the 

knowledge and the skill which will enable him to take care 

of hinself under all excej.t the most unusual conditions. 

Every person who seek3 recreation in the water needs to 

know certain tilings about being safe in the water from the 

time he takes his first plunge. As his aquatic skill in-

creases, so should he parallel his development as a swimmer 
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-with certain definite safety skills which are wholly personal 

in nature. Cuch skills would enable lain to meet emergencies 

whether he ever lia3 to face them or not. 

The knowledge necessary for safety in bathing consists 

largely in knowing when, where, and how much to he.the. Skill 

for safety is in&de -up of abilities to meet commonly hazard-

ous conditions which beset the bather from tine to tine. 

This is the ûrn. and substanco of personal safety in the water, 

The question of where to bathe is a natural one. Lit-

erally thousands of safe bathing places in this country are 

not available for use. Texas is fortunate indeed in having 

a vast expanse of territory in its many niles of cea coast 

and rivers and lake shores. 

Cornon sense should guide tho bather in the selection 

of the .̂l&ce and the conditions binder which he should enter 

the water. It should tell him that he is safest when under 

the observation of a life guard, a teacher or a conpanion 

who is a swirmer, and in bathing areas where conditions of 

water, depths and bottoi.i fire known to be suitable for bath-

ing. The nonsv/imner shcald I'esist at all tines the tempta-

tion to venture with artificial support beyond his depth. 

The r.ost • common of these supports are planks, v/ater wings# 

inner tubes or the shoulders of a well-meaning but foolish 

sY/irmiing companion. If the unexpected happens and he loses 

that support, he does not have the ability to regain the 

shore. The novice should not over-estimate his ability or 
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try something lie Is not capable of doing* The good swimmer 

must remember that he is an ever present example to the non-

swimmer and novice alike who seelc to immitate his skill. 

Hour much to bathe is another factor to be considered* 

It is difficult to set arbitrary limits upon the length of 

tine one should remain in the water* The usual controlled 

bathing period is generally set at one-half hour but even 

fc is is frequently shortened if conditions warrant. It would 

be unwise, however, to say that this should apply to all 

bathers, since it is well known that there are many persons 

who can stand emersion for much longer periods. The length 

of time a person nay stay In the water without ill-effects 

Is governed by the sense of physical comfort. A survey of 

any bathing beach or pool will show as many out of the water 

as in it, which indicates that people regulate of their own 

accord the amount of time they actually spend in the water* 

Children at times allow their sense of enjoyment to outweigh 

a growing feeling of discomfort, and usually prolong their 

periods of Immersion. If they are under control as, for ex-

ample, at our school pools, there is plenty of evidence act-

ually visible to the supervisor to indicate that they have 

had enough. Uncontrolable shivering, a bluish tinge to the 

lips, a drawn or pinched face, cold and clamy skin, all tell 

the experienced teacher or life guard that it is time to 

come out. These warning signs are easily recognizable, too, 

to the Individual himself and should be heeded. Panic, that 
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sudden uncontrolable and overwhelming fear which attacks 

people in the face of real or fancied danger, is a contrib-

uting ; cause to practically all water accidents* In swimming, 

it is, of course, motivated by the thought of drowning and 

attacks most commonly the non-swimmer and. the novice, though 

the skilled swimmer whose swimming ability has been developed 

in the quiet waters of a tank, may become panicky in open 

water when he observes as he swims toward shore that the 

waves are apparently running against him* This condition 

frequently occurs when the wind is offshore. 

Exhaustion is another common contributory cause to water 

accidents. This condition may be brought about by entering 

the water when overtired from some physical activity in-

dulged in prior to the swim, overexertion in swimming or re-

action to cold water. In the first case, a period of rest 

and recovery before entering the water is the normal require-

ment to insure reasonable safety. In the second case the 

swimmer, provided he is healthy will exert himself to the 

utmost. He should know when to rest and should remember, 

when swimming out in a body of water, when to turn and come 

back to shore. Often, experienced swimmers strike out and 

swim until they begin to feel tired, forgetting that they 

have to swim the same distance to shore. This sometimes oc-

curs when the tide is going out or there is an undertow in 

the water. 

In supervised and well-regulated bathing places, custom 
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and knowledge of local conditions usually bring about the 

establishment of a set of regulations to govern the conduct 

of bathers. Those rules follow quite normally a course be-

ginning with the control of health factors by means of the 

required soap bath, and the restriction of bathers who are 

unwell or suffering from infection, frequently a physical 

examination by a physician Is a preliminary requirement to 

bathing. Slippery walks, towers, and diving boards are often 

the cause of accidents and should be made safe by covering 

the slick places with matting of same kind or roughing the 

slick surfaces. All such rules are devised for the safety 

of the Individual and the group by eliminating dangerous 

practices and bathers should conform to such regulations for 

the good of all. 

Cramp has been called the bane of swimming, since It 

causes pain and discomfort and engenders panic and fright in 

the swimmer's mind, which many times results in a drowning. 

Cramp occurs in muscles, making In the belly of the muscle a 

tight hard knot which for the time being incapacitates or 

greatly inhibits action in the part of the body in which It 

occurs. It is accompanied by pain in greater or less degree, 

depending upon Its location. Cold or tired muscles are most 

susceptible to cramp, and as the muscles of a swimmer fre-

quently may be in this condition, cramp Is a common occurence 

while battling. The parts most often affected by cramp when 

swimming are the foot, the calf of the leg and the hand. 
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Cramp may also occur in the back or the thigh and rarely in 

the upper arm. In all such cases, the treatment is the same. 

The swimmer rolls to a face downward position in the water, 

with lungs fully inflated and grasps £he cramped area firmly 

with one or both hands. Continued pressure will release the 

cramp, but unless massage is given the cramp is likely to 

return# When cramp attacks the stomach or abdomen, the sit-

uation is much more serious because, if the swimmer does not 

receive aid, be will, in all likelihood, drown. 

The part of the American Rational Red Cross in the cam-

paign of safety in water is an important one. They are re-

sponsible for most of the safety measures practiced in our 

swimming activities and recreations* They have arranged a 

program whereby the young children of our state and nation 

can be taught to swim and to protect themselves and their 

companions. This program includes beginners, swimmers, jun-

iors, seniors, and examiners. After one has become schooled 

in safety methods he may, if he chooses, work for the organ-

ization. 

Some of the safety measures included in the courses 

offered by the American National Red Cross are: 

!• How to approach and rescue a person in distress. 
2. How to disrobe when accidentally thrown into the 

water while riding in a boat, etc. 
3* IIcw to break strangle holds when grasped by a 

drowning person. 
4. How to carry a drowning person to safety. 
5. How to float motionless on the surface of the 

water. 
6. How to support a tired swimmer in the water* 
7. How to direct and protect summer camp swimming 
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areas. „ 

8. IIow u: handle small craft in tiie water. 

Last and most important, they teach people how to give arti-

ficial respiration to the person who is -unconscious and has 

stopped breathing. 

These methods of safety for swimmers are just one of the 

phase3 of Red Cross Work. They teach safety and first aid to 

a host of organizations and some of the organizations that 

have adopted the Red Cross method are as follcws: The Ameri-

can Telegraph and Telephone Company; American Gas Associa-

tion; National Safety Council; Bureau of Medicine and Sur-

gery, Havy Department; Office of the Surgeon General, War 

Department; United States i>ureau of Mines; United States 

Bureau of Standards; and the United States Public Health Ser-

vice.^ 

Twelve of the Texas high schools and colleges offer 

some form of Red Cross Life Saving work in their program. 

Twenty-one Red Cross Life Guards are employed by the schools 

and colleges and these guards teach swimming and safety meas-

ures, more or less, while they are in the services of the 

schools. There was a total of 117 Red Cross classes being 

taught in Texas schools last year. 

In well supervised places there is very little cause 

for worry. Our chief concern as teachers should be the 

^The American National Red Cross, Red Cross Life Saving 
Methods, Bull® tin 1005, p. 6-27. 

8Ibid., p. 13. 
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safety of the swimmer at beaches, lakes, rivers and the pro-

verbial "old swimmin1 hole" where there is no supervision. 

The following broadcast, prepared under the direction of 

the Surgeon General, United States Public Health Service, 

and a subscriber to the American National Red Cross Methods, 

entitles "Safe and Sensible Swimning," was given over a 

national coast-to-coast hook-up in Kay, 1938: 

Swimming, because of its natural combination 
of moderate exercise and healthful recreation, is 
justly one of the most popular of sports. No long-
er is swimming a summer privilege, to be enjoyed 
only by those who can sojourn by suitable water 
courses. Now, with the presence of numerous arti-
ficial pools, one may indulge in this favorite exer-
cise throughout the entire year, usually in comfort 
and comparative safety. There are, however, a num-
ber of health hazards associated with sv imming which 
should be known and avoided. 

Few persons attempt to acquaint themselves with 
the sanitary environment ostf quality of the water in 
which they swim. There is a blind trust in the 
supervisory authority of an official supposedly on 
constant watch. Frequently, however, such sanitary 
supervision is either not exercised or the supervi-
sion is so nominal or unskilled as to afford no ade-
quate protection. Consequently, it is a wise pre-
caution to make some personal inquiries and Inspect 
tions prior to entering a stream or pool. 

Swimming places in streams should not, of 
course, be exposed to the discharge of raw sewage. 
The presence of garbage, refuse or waste is evidence 
of contamination sufficiently grave to warrant the 
exclusion of bathers. The too common practice of 
swimming in places in which the condition of the wa-
ter is dubious is oertainly fraught with danger to 
health. Moreover, the illnesses which are liable 
to ensue cast an unjustified aspersion upon a most 
healthful exercise. In order to be reasonably cer-
tain as to v.hs sanitary quality of water In swimming 
places, the advice of the local or State health de-
partment should be sought and followed. 

The sanitary responsibilities in connection 
with swimming are chiefly two, particularly in pools. 
First of all the manager of a pool has a definite 
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duty to his patrons and second the swimmer has a 
definite responsibility to the other persons using 
the pool. Every operator or a bathing place of lim-
ited proportions should provide facilities for cleans 
ing tk® body prior to entrance into the pool. Soap, 
and warn water delivered from a shower should be 
used under supervision. The towels and bathing suits 
should be clean and preferably sterilized. Whenever 
practicable it is better to uso one'3 own towels and 
suits from home. 

The water in artificial pools should be kept in 
as pure a state as possible by filtration, steriliza-
tion or a combination of the two processes. As these 
are procedures requiring technical knowledge the 
swimmer had best rely upon the official statements of 
the health officials as to the safety of the water 
in a given pool. Any bather, however, can determine 
for himself whether the water is clear and whether 
the aides and bottom of the pool are free from slime 
and other foreign matter. In justice to himself and 
otimers who patronize swimming places one should be 
prompt in reporting departures from what i3 known to 
constitute good procedure. 

Despite all precautions bathers are constantly 
introducing pollution and occasionally Infection into 
water. Consequently, every person contemplating a 
swim should refrain from entering the water when he 
is not well. A common cold, a skin eruption, in-
flamation of the eye, ear, nose or throat, or fever 
should be sufficient to deter any reasonable person 
from entering a swimming i-lace. In some places a 
physician or a person with practical experience 
scrutinizes bathers prior to entry into the water. 
Signs of illness, skin diseases or other manifest 
deviations from the normal are considered sufficient 
to causa the exclusion of the person so discovered. 

When swimmers come to a realization that disease 
prevention \a a matter of mutual concern just that 
soon will pink eye, sinus infection and other dis-
agreeable and painful infections be greatly reduced 
in number. The practice of many of spitting into 
the water is reprehensible. In many pools a scum 
gutter is provided and this should be used. Care 
should also be taken not to pass water in and out of 
tho mouth or swallow the fluid, lest intestinal in-
fection occur. It is well far both men and women to 
wear rubber caps which will prevent the entrance of 
water into the ears. This simple precaution may 
prevent inflammation of the middle ear. 

There are a number of simple rules, which when 
observed, add to ones comfort while in the water, 
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and at the same time prevent disagreeable effects 
and after affects. In the first place, it is beat 
not to enter the water when overheated. Failure to 
observe this rule may cause cramps. Then, too, it 
is unwise to swim immediately after eating. Instead, 
an interval of at least two hours should elapse. 
After entering the water, it is injudicious to swim 
until one is over tired. When this is done, the 
splendid tonic effects of swimming are lost and an 
undesirable reaction, both disagreeable and harmful, 
is substituted. 

There is certainly little to be gained from a 
health viewi-oint by lolling in the water for several 
hours at a time. To obtain the beneficial effects 
of a swim one should not remain in the water longer 
than 30 minutes at most, this period being coupled 
with appropriate short rest periods unless the swim-
mer is unduly hardy and accustomed to the vigorous 
exertions involved. The practice of "drying off" 
often in a chilly atmosphere is one to be condemned 
because of the possible chilling of the body. It is 
much better to enter the water several times daily, 
talcing a brisk rub after each swim and changing into 
dry clothes, instead of allowing the clothing to dry 
on the body as some do at the seashore. 

Everyone who swims should know how to protect 
himself while in the water and also be familiar with 
life saving methods. In many universities and schools 
a student is not considered proficient until he has 
demonstrated his ability to swim in ordinary clothing 
and perform simple life saving tests. Swimming 
should promote good personal judgment as well ax cul-
tivate habits anck deeds of courage in emergencies. 
Foolhardiness in the water frequently leads to dis-
aster. Diving in shallow water, unnecessarily long 
swims beyond reach of assistance and swimming beneath 
fixed objects are acts of poor judgment. 

The prone method of resuscitation, including 
artificial respiration, known as the Shafer method, 
should be known by every swimmer. Immediate appli-
cation of the principles embodies in the Shafer 
method will sometimes save life even when practiced 
by the inexperienced. Descriptions of these methods 
are available from various sources. Among which may 
be mentioned the American Red Cross, which issues 
bulletins and gives practical demonstrations of life 
saving methods. 

Swimming is a sport to be encouraged because of 
its value as exercise and diversion. The casual swim-
mer soon discovers unused muscles and finds himself 
breathing more deeply than has been his custom. It 
is an exercise not limited by age, being available 
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for the elderly as well as the young, provided they 
have no organic impairment and react well to the 
hardy exercise involved. To the mentally and phys-
ically tired swimming acts as a disseminator of 
fatigue products, planting in their stead a sense of 
well being and exhilaration. It is distinctly a 
sport worth cultivating, provided the necessary safe-
guards are provided in an intelligent and sensible 
manner* Mere bathers should double the pleasure g 
they derive from the water by learning how to swim. 

^United States Public Health ervice, Broadcast, 



CHAPTER VI 

SWIMMING IN PRIVATE, PUBLIC, AND 

MUNICIPAL POOLS 

Climate 

Table 2 shows the actual number of days with 
temperature less than 32 degrees Fahrenheit. During 
the month of January, it can be seen that thirteen 
days show a temperature of less than 32 degrees 
Fahrenheit * During February, the average is eight 
days, for March, five days, for November, five days, 
and December% eleven days. On an average, forfey-
three days of the year show a mijjdmum temperature of 
less than 52 degrees Fahrenheit< 

Swimming on these days would be impossible outdoors. 

Table 3 shows that the months of June, July and 
August are the hotest months of the year. The aver-
age mean maximum temperature for June is 91 degrees 
Fahrenheit J for July 95 degrees Fahrenheit; and Aug-
ust 95 degrees Fahrenheit. Although the data reveal 
the fact thr.t it is quite warm during the summer 
months, it cannot be concluded that outdoor swimming 
is impossible at any time due to the heat. The ab-
solute maximum temperature data show that temperatures 
of well over 100 degrees Fahrenheit are recorded dur-
ing the months of June, July, August, and September. 

Another factor that must be considered in determining 

whether weather conditions are suitable for outdoor swimming 

is the question of northers* During the months of January, 

February, March, April, October, November, and December nor-

"Sfilliam E. Smith, The Determination of the Adequacy of 
Facilities for Carrying on a Given feyalcaT^EkiucaT:ion Program, 
Thesis, pp. 4d-58. 

2Ibid. 
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there occur In Texas, These winds from the north are -usually 

sufficient to make swimming outdoors uncomfortable, if not 

impossible. Table 4 shows the number of northers that occur 

per month and per year. 

Table 5 shows the number of clear days per month and per 

year. The data show that an average of 192 days per year are 

clear. It should be noted that January, February, and L'arch 

have the fewest clear days. There probably would not be any 

swimming out of doors in Texas unless it were on the coast at 

Galveston or Corpus Chrlsti. The months of June, July, and 

August have the most clear days and tlie weather is very warm. 

In table 4 the months of June, July, arid August 3how 

that there were no northers. May and September together show 

only a total of 3.6 for the two months. The effect of north-

ers in these two months would hardly be felt on the coast jf 

Texas or in the Rio Grande Valley. Swimming can be done dur-

ing the last half of April, all of the months of May, June, 

July, August, September, and the first half of October with 

comfort throughout Texas. In the southern part of the state 

the more hardy swimmers can go in the water much earlier in 

the spring end later In the fall. It Is possible for swim-

ming to be carried on for seven months of the year in the open 

on the coast of Texas. 

precipitation is another important factor in determining 

the number of days swimming may be carried on outdoors. 

People do not care to be in the water during a rain, especially 
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If there is lightning and thunder. Table 6 shows the monthly 

and annual precipitation in inches. It can be shown that the 

average annual precipitation is 32.06 inches. This precipi-

tation is rather evenly distributed over the entire year but 

the data indicate that the heaviest occurs in May. 

Table 7 shows the total amount of snowfall per year. 
p 

The avorage snowfall is only 1.23 inches per year. 

It is obvious that there would be no swimming out of 

doors while snow is falling or while it is on the ground, 

but table nine indicates that the snow fall in Texas is very 

meager and could not be considered a handicap in itself to 

outdoor swimming in Texas. The swinging in the indoor pools 

would not be affected by anow fall to any appreciable amount. 

It is hoped that the above information nay be of some help to 

those concerned in contemplating the building of outdoor 

pools. 

The data for the weather conditions in Texas were taken 

from the Texas Agricultural Experiment Farm, Cub-station 6, 

located in Denton County, Texas, and were compiled by William 

E. Smith in his preparation of the thesis entitled, "The De-

termination of the Adequacy of Facilities for Carrying on a 

Given Physical Education Program." 

Variety is an outstanding characteristic in all 
Texas resources, including weather. The contrast be-
tween weather conditions in the Sabine basin and those 
on the Diablo Plateau, with respect to rainfall and 

^This table applies to Denton County only. 
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humidity is about as great as will be found in the 
United States, Several Sabine and Heches Valley 
points show an average of more than fifty inches of 
rainfall annually. The El Paso average is less than 
ten inches. Between the two regions can be found all 
the gradations from humid to arid climate. From 
north to south the variation is not a.s great but the 
semi-tropical Rio Grande Valley contrasts strongly 
with the Panhandle plains, stretching through ten de-
grees of latitude, varying in altitude from seacoast 
to 4,000 feet elevation, in the Panhandle and the 
Trans-Pecos Plateau (exclusive of mountains that rise 
to more than 8,500 feet elevation)» Texas has cause 
for diversity of climate. Texas has about 300 miles 
of coast line and an area of low coastal plains as 
large as an ordinary state. 

The "northers" far which Texas has acquired a rep-
utation are cold bursts of wind that sweep down.toward 
the seacoast during the winter months. The character-
istic norther is accompanied by a few hours of cloudy 
weather with rain, possibly, or sleet or snow in the 
northern part of the state, after which skies clear 
rapdily, The months of December, January, February 
are relatively clear in the normal year. While the 
temperature drops to zero in the northern half of the 
state, this is seldom, and there is no weather sta-
tion in the state where the January temperature drops 
to a normal lower than 34 degrees. The .January nor-
mal temperature in the north central part of the state 
is about 45 degrees. In the lower coastal region it 
is about 55 degrees. 

Snowfall reaches a maximum of about twenty-five 
Inches in the Panhandle, On the lower plains of North 
Texas, the average is about five to ten inches. In 
the lower central portion of Texas there is usually 
no snow and it is almost unknown on the coast and in 
the Rio Grande Valley. The first and last frost 
dates for principal weather stations are given in a 
statistical table which is to fellow. 

The midsummer months are warm throughout Texas. 
However, both the region along the coast and the high 
plains country find relief in either sea breezes or 
the copling effects of high altitude^ especially at 
night.0 

Facilities in Texas 

Texas had the greatest area of square miles while Rhode 

5 
"General Characteristics of Texas Weather," Texas Alma-

nac, 1937, p. 179. 
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Island had the smallest. It was interesting to note that 

the smallest state surpassed the largest in the number of 

facilities this being 485 far Rhode Island and 282 for Texas. 

According to size, Rhode Island was far ahead of the other 

states in the number of facilities. The comparison of the 

population of the states was also interesting. Texas had a 

total population of 4,661,027 while Rhode Island had only 

604,397. This would give an average of 16,504 persons to each 

pool in Texas and 1,035 to each pool in Rhode Island. Penn-

sylvania rank ecfc first in population with a total of 8,720,159. 

She liad 868 swinroing facilities, and nn average of 10,042 

people to each pool. Tlevada had the largest erea per pool. 

This was G,SG4 square niles but the total persons per pool 

was only 4,838 or much less than that of Pennsylvania. Rhode 

Island had a pool for every two square miles while Pennsyl-

vania ranked second in this respect with a pool for every 51 

square miles of territory. Maryland was third with one pool 

to every 155 square miles• 

In table 0 the mean number of pools was found to be 151 

per state. The mean number of square miles (area) to one 

pool was 1,412 and the mean number of people to one pool was 

23,832. According to these figures, Texas is far ahead of 

the average state. 

Comparison of Lists of Pools from Different State 
Health Departments 

According to the 1937 Recreation Yearbook; 
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IABLB 9 

SWIMMING PACILITI33 UUD2R STATE H3AITH D3PAHTM3HT3^F U.S.# 

Bam* 
of 
S ta th 

Ala . 

Del . 

I n d . 

Iowa 

I * . 

Ma. 

Md. 

T o l 
of 
poo l s 

107 

13 

70 

92 

21 

12 

64 

Uimu 102 

Hla«* 41 

Mont• 27 

tf« y . 29 

Ba r . 

Ore. 

Tax* 

Utah 

Wia. 
T o t a l 

16 

63 

f a n s * 624 

B . I , 400 

260 

56 

61 

So. 
o ther 
F a o l l 
t i e s 

12 

24 

244 

62 

32 

182 

TIT 
f a o l l l i 
t l a a 

119 

13 

70 

92 

21 

12 

64 

102 

41 

51 

29 

16 

83 

868 

463 

282 

66 

243 

Area of 
a t a t a a 
Sq. HI . 

Area' 
per 
poo?. 

61.279 

1 ,965 

36,045 

65,686 

45,409 

29,89 5 

9 , 9 4 1 

80,858 

46,362 

146,201 

122,503 

109 ,881 

95,607 

44,832 

1 ,067 

262*398 

82.184 

55.256 

Pop* of 
S ta t e 
1920 

431 

151 

515 

604 

2,162 

2 , 4 * 1 

155 

794 

1 .130 

2,866 

4 ,224 

6 .864 

1,152 

51 

.2 

930 

1,467 

2B© 

' Ire* Ho. 
Persons 
to Pool 

£ ,347,295 

223,0P3 

2,930,544 

2 ,403,603 

1,797,79 8 

767,99 6 

1,449,610 

2 ,386 ,371 

1,789,162 

547,55 3 

360,247 

77 ,4 t7 

763,3^5 

8 ,720,169 

640,-307 

4 ,661,027 

449,446 

2.631.88 9 

19,726 

17,154 

41,865 

27,213 

85,609 

63,833 

22,650 

43,636 

10,737 

12,422 

4,838 

9,196 

10,042 

1,036 

16,604 

8,026 

10,829 

23.389 

2,626 1,£77,209 34,910,829 428,973 

Mean 151 70.965 
i M •rifti ii 

1.910.8^.8 23.832 

#Theae f i g u r e s ocmpilad frcm r e p l l e a from 18 S t a t e s , a f a i r 

orosa s e o t l c n cf the United S t a t e s . 
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TABL3 10 

RANK OF STAT3S ACCORDING TO HUMB3R OP PAClllTi3S,AV3RAGE ARSA 
TO 0N3 POOL AND AV3RAGE NTJMBSR OP P3RS0N3 TO 0N3 POOL* 

Rank: 
Ranked on 
basis of 
facilities 

Ranked on 
basis area 
to one pool 

Ranked on basis 
of Persons to 1 
Pool 

Facilities Stat i Area Stats Parsons State 

1 668 Penn 2 R« I. 1, 035 R • I. 

2 463 B. I , 51 Penn, 4.838 1 S T . 

z 282 Tex* 151 Del. 8,026 Utah 

4 243# WiS. 155 Md, 9,196 Ore. 

6 119 Ala. 228 Wis. 10,042 Penn. 

6 102 Hiim, 431 Ala. 10,737 Mont. 

7 «« 9«# Iowa 515 Ind. 10,829 Wis. 

8 83 Ore* 604 Iowa 12,422 N. M. 

9 70 Ind. 794 Minn. 16,504 Tex. 

10 64 M&. 930 Tex. 17.154 Dsl. 

11 66 Utah 1,130 Miss. 19,725 Ala. 

12 56 Mont 1,152 Ore. 22,650 Md. 

13 41 MiSS, • 1.467-4# Utah 23,750 Minn. 

14 29 N. II, 2,162 La. 27,213-## Iowa 

15 21 Le . 2,491 Me. 41,865 Ind. 

16 16 Ner. 2,866 Mont. 43,636 Miss. 

17 13 Del. 4,244 N. M. 63,833 Me. 

18 12 Me. 6.864 Nev. 85.609 La. 
# Me« in Number of Tool LS—151 
f# Mean Number 3q, Miles (area) to 
^y^Mean^lfumber people to one pool-

these figures from Table 9 

one pool 1-412 
-23.832 
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As in 1936, bathing beaches ranked first in 
participation, the figures totaling over 75 mil-
lion. One hundred nineteen cities reported having 
321 indoor pools with seasonal participation of 
3,727,959. Three hundred seventy-seven cities re-
ported having 842 outdoor pool3 with seasonal par-
ticipation of 25,700,004. Seventy of these pools 
were reported opened in 1937 for the first time. 
Large increases over 1936 figures were recorded 
for practically all activities while at the same 
time, the nuirber of cities reporting participa-
tion was smaller in each case. According to the 
figures submitted, the most popular activities 
aire swimming, baseball, and Softball,4 

Letters were sent to the State Health Departments of the 

forty-eight states in the United States asking for the number 

of pool3 in their state. Thirty-six states riade replies to 

the inquiry sent them. Since all the forty-eight states did 

not make the necessary response, information from eighteen 

states was used. The figures in tables 9 and 10 were compiled 

from replies from eighteen states, a fair cross-3ection of 

the United States* The swimming facilities as shown in table 

11 are under the direction of State Health Departments of the 

several states* 

The 3urvey showed that there was a total of 2,625 pools, 

1,277#209 square miles of territory, and a total population 

of 34,910,339* The mean number of facilities was found to be 

151 pools per state; the mean number of square miles per 

state was 70,965; the area per pool was 1,412 square miles; 

the mean population per state was 1,910,812* 

"Community Recreation Leadership, Facilities and Activ-
ities in 1937," Recreation Magazine, June, 1938, p* 129, 
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Data Concerning Adult Swimming 

Two hundred questionnaires were filled out by 200 col-

lege men and women from different parts of the state. The 

purpose of the questionnaires was to determine, if possible, 

the amount and kind of participation, the seasons in which 

they participated, the previous experience in swimming, the 

Red Cross Membership, and the general opinion toward swimming 

as an activity. 

The data showed that there were 93 per cc-nt of the men. 

who swain, 03 per cent liked to swim end 96 per cent of them 

learned to swim as a child. There was quite a difference in 

the number and per cent of women sv/iinners. About 53 per cent 

could swim, 37.3 per cent liked to swim, but only 17 per cent 

of the women learned as children. About 90 per cent of the 

men learned to swim in unsupervised places while 55 per cent 

of the women leerned to swim in collage* This high rercentage 

was vrobably due to the fact that the survey was with college 

students. 

Of the women 74.5 per cent had an average of twenty les-

sons each while of the men 13 per cent had an average of 

eight and three elevenths lessons. 

The percentage of women that swam more than two strokes 

was relatively low while only 9 per cent did any diving at 

all. The percentage for the men was sanewhat higher with 40 

per cent swimming the side stroke, 53 per cent the crawl 

stroke, and 75 per cent doing some form of dives. 
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Approximately 75 per cent of tlie men and 40.9 per cent 

of tlio women said that they could swim for ten minutes with-

out rest. There is a possibility that a good percentage of 

these could not accomplish thi3 feat. 

97.5 per cent of the women and 73 per cent of the men 

swam only during the suraier months. Only two women and five 

men swan the year round, while 21 per cent swam occasionally 

in the fall, winter, and spring. 

Five men used Y. M. C. A. pools and one woman used the 

Y. IV. 0. A. pools. The public pools wore more widely used 

than any other kind, there bein^ a total of 70 people of the 

200 who used the public pools. Sixty-five men and 24 women 

swam in places other than pools or camps. This gave a total 

of 07 people of the 200 who swam in places without any super-

vision. 

One hundred per cent of the men and women thô ;;ht swim-

ming was a g;ood exercise and the fact that 145 of the 200 

who swam would indicate the popularity of swimming as a rec-

reational activity. One hundred forty-seven of the 200 said 

they liked to swim while there were only 8 of the 200 who 

3aid they did not like to swim. The probable reason for 

these few not liking swimming was because of fear or lack of 

facilities. 

Only seven men and two women who enswered the question-

naire were members of the American National Red Cro3s Life 

Saving Corps. This ia very good evidence that this form of 

water safety should be encouraged. 
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TABLE 11 

IIIP0K&ATI01T IN REGARD TO V.'OLTEl! WHO SWIK 

Replies 
Information 
Requested, in 
•questionnaire 

Yea No 
Information 
Requested, in 
•questionnaire 

o
 

. 
* Per Cent No. Per Cent 

Total 

Do you swim? 93 93 7 7 100 

Do you like to swim? . 99 99 1 1 100 

Did you leam 
as a child? . . . . 96 96 4 4 100 
as an adult? . . . . 4 4 96 96 100 

Did you leam 
5 5.38 83 94.62 93 
1 1.07 92 93.93 93 

in camp? 4 4.30 39 95.70 93 
in other places? . . 83 33.90 10 11,10 93 

Have you had at least 
five lessons? . . . 13 13 37 37 100 

Do you swim the 
side stroke? . . . . 40 40 60 60 100 
crawl stroke? • . . 53 53 47 47 100 
breast stroke • . • 35 35 65 65 100 
"back stroke? . . . . 30 30 70 70 100 

37 37 63 63 100 

Do you do the 
front dive? . . . . 35 35 65 55 100 
Swan dive? 20 20 30 30 100 
Jack-knife dive? . . 15 15 35 35 100 

Can you swim continu-
ously for ten min-

75 75 25 25 100 

Do you swim. the year 
r o u n d ? . . . . . . . 5 5 95 95 100 

Do you swim occasion-
ally in the Pall, 
Winter, and Spring? 17 17 83 83 100 
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TABLE 11—Continued 

Information 
Requested in 
C£ue at i onnair e 

Replies 
Information 
Requested in 
C£ue at i onnair e 

Yea No 
Total 

Information 
Requested in 
C£ue at i onnair e 

No. Per cent No. Per cent 
Total 

Do you swim in the 
3ummer only? . . . . 73 73 22 22 100 

Do you tliink swimming 
is a good exercise? 100 100 0 0 100 

If you do not swim, do 
you desire to learn? 5 5 1 1 100 

Are you a Red Cross 
Life Saver? • . » • 7 7 93 93 100 

Do you know any crip-
pled persons benefit-
ted by swimming? • . 21 21 79 79 100 

Do you use a 
IT • LI • C. A • pool ? . 5 5 95 95 100 
club pool? 4 4 95 96 100 
camp pool? 12 12 63 83 100 
private pool? • * . 17 17 83 83 100 
municipal pool? . • 27 27 73 73 100 
public pool? . . . . 47 47 53 53 100 
another pool? . . . 55 65 55 35 100 

TABLE 12 

DISTRIBUTION OP APPROXIMATE AGES OF 100 
IZLY, ANSWERING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Age Number 
15-19 6 
20-24 34 
25-29 33 
30-54 . . . 15 
35-39 6 
40-44 . . . . . . . . . 3 
45-49 3 
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TABLE 15 

XNFORS&TIOH IS niiOABD 70 ADUI2 EIIO 3WIK 

Inforaation 
Requested in 
ûQstlOTtnairc 

Replies 
Inforaation 
Requested in 
ûQstlOTtnairc 

Tes Ho 
- Total 

Inforaation 
Requested in 
ûQstlOTtnairc 

no* Per cent !fo. Per cent 
- Total 

50 SO 50 50 100 

Do you like to s*im? « 48 07«3 7 12.7 55 

Did you loarn 
as a child? • • • * 
as an adult? • • • • 

17 
33 

34 
66 

33 
17 

66 
34 

50 
50 

Did you learn 
In school? • • • • • 
in college? • . . • 
in csxap? • » • • • • 
eleowher©? . . . . . 

1 
28 
1 
21 

1«9 
55 
1.9 
42*2 

SO 
23 
50 
30 

98*1 
45 
98.1 
57.8 

51 
51 
51 
51 

Hare you had at least 
five lessons? . • . 35 74*5 12 25*5 47 

Do you avlfit the 
side stroke? • • > • 
Crawl? # • • • • » • 
Breast stroke? • • • 
back stroke? • • 
float? • • * • • • • 

10 
16 
14 
22 
54 

19 
16 
14 
22 
34 

31 
34 
86 
78 
66 

01 
34 
86 
78 
66 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

Do you do the 
front dive? . . . . 
Swan dive? • « • • • 
Jack-knife? • # • • 

6 
3 
1 

6 
3 
1 

94 
97 
99 

94 
97 
99 

200 
100 
100 

Can you win continu-
ously for ten min-
utes? • • • • • • • 18 40«9 26 59*1 44 

Do you swim the yoar 
round? • • • • * • • 22 4 47 96 49 

Do you svist occasion-
ally in the Fallf 
winter, and Spring? 44 7 39 93 43 
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TABLE 13—Continued 

Information 
Requested in 
Que s t i onnai r e 

Replies 

Yes 

No. Per cent 

No 

No. 
Total 

Per cent 

Do you swim in summer 
only ? . . . » • • » 

Do you think swimming 
is a good exercise? 

If you do not swim, do 
you desire to learn? 

Are you a Red Cross 
Life Saver? . . . . 

Do you know any crip-
pled persons benefit-
ted by swimming? • • 

Do you use a 
Y. I'. C. A. pool? 
Club pool? . . 
camp pool? . . 
private pool? 
municipal . . 
public?. . . . 
elsev;h.ere? . . 

33 

55 

40 

27 

j. 
2 
6 
11 
lb 
23 
24 

97.5 

100 

SO 

4.1 

31 

1.18 
2.36 
7.07 
14 
21.2 
27 
28 .2 

10 

47 

60 

84 
83 
79 
74 
G7 
62 
61 

O CT 
t-s m 

20 

95.9 

69 

90.02 
97.64 
93.93 
86 
78.30 
73 
71.8 

39 

55 

50 

49 

87 

85 
85 
85 
85 
85 
85 
85 

TABLE 14 

DISTRIBUTION OP APPROXIMATE AGES OF 100 
WOMEN ANSWERING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE: 

Age Number 
15-19 5 
20-24 19 
25-29 28 
30-34 12 
35-39 . . . . . . . 6 
40-44 6 
45-49 * 7 
No replies . . . . 17 
T ot al . . . . . . . 100 
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In regard to the 200 persons mentioned in the preceding 

four tables, 48 of them know of 102 cripples who had gained 

some relief or benefit from swimming. 

For the 44 v/ho had received instructions an average of 

8 3/11 lesson? were required for thorn to learn to swim. 

The average age of the women who answered the question-

naire was between 25 and 29, v/hile the greatest number of 

men's ages ranged between 20 and 24 years of age. 



CHAPTER VII 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

From tine immemorial, man has been enticed by the lure 

of any natural water courses that might be found in or near 

his native habitat. Thus watermanship early assumed an im-

portant place in his existance, for the following necessary 

reasons: 

1. Self-preservation 4» Sepulcher 

2• Safety and survival 5. Securing a livelihood 

3. Siege and attack 6. Sport 

Early recorded history shows a lixuch increased interest 

and a new intent in 3wimiing as an educational development. 

In the ancient civilizations many were taught or encouraged 

to swim: 

1. In youth, for bodily growth end vigor 

2* The soldiers, for necessary intensive training in war-

fare. 

3* Both men and women, as an essential cultural accom-

pli sliment. 

There are many sources that reveal the status of swim-

ming in those early periods, since we have discovered and de-

ciphered: 

1. Hieroglyphics 3. Ruins 

2. Inscription and pictographs 4. I.Tural decorations 

99 
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5. Monuments and statues 7. Early writings 

G. I.'yths and legends 

Our civilization of today has reached a peal: in scien-

tific achievenent and cultural and social progress. IDduca-

tion must l:ee: race or these benefits cannot be fully exper-

ienced. The history of swimming is synonymous with education. 

Today we learn to swim for: 

1. Physical development 4. Safety development 

2. Social development 5. Recreational develop-

3. Psychological development ment 

In promoting physiological development, \/e 3wim to: 

1. Encourage body growth 

2. Develop strength and vigor 

3. Acquire symmetry and beauty 

4. Correct physical disability 

5. Safegti.ard ourselves and others in emergencies or ac-

cidents through water activity. 

Schools are recognizing that swimming not only is an 

excellent health builder but it is a necessary part of every 

child's education. 

The tremendous growth of aquatic 3ports and the educa-

tional recognition given to this form of activity by the 

American Physical Education Association and other kindred 

organizations interested in the education of the youth seem 

to substantiate its value as an educrtional activity worthy 

of any school. 
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Because swimming is tho only exercise where the person 

does not have to support his own "body weight and because it 

consists of stretching, pulling, kicking, and pushing, all in 

a prone position, there is no "better all-round exercise. 

The rej^odial effects of swimming upon v/eekenea organs 

of the body would r.lone justify itn use in our* daily activi-

ties. 

Swiruning continues to hold a most inxiortant place in 

the progrm physical education. Doubtless, the reason 

for this is that sv.-lrE-dng is not a riatter of a for rial class 

but a useful, and delightful sport as veil as an inportant 

safety device. 

Our public schools in Texas have fallen short of their 

duty in failing to include uore swii.ir.lng pools as a necessary 

part of the school plant. The maintenance of pools in our 

larger schools Is entirely possible as shown by the financial 

gain -:adc by private and r.ranicipal pool owners. The money 

spent by school children and the public to enjoy the private 

pools could easily be diverted into a fund to pay for the 

construction of school pools. 

The colleges in Texas are far ahead of the public schools 

in tho per cent of pools owned and operated but there is a 

need for noro pools and a greater, participation even in our 

colleges. 

Physical examinations are required by a majority of the 

schools and colleges for their swimmers and should be re-
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quired by all of them. 

Our Municipal, club, and private x;ool operators could 

Improve the safety practiccs around their pools. Required 

physical examinations would not onl;, protect the ii/tmer but 

would protect the pool operator as well, Tor tlicre are a num-

ber of drownings reported each year that vers probably cases 

of heart failure. 

The sanitary condition of the tools throughout the state 

would also be improved by physical examinations, for this 

would prevent any chancc of rr.ass infection. As a whole, all 

the pools except two or three were well protected .ĵ ainst 

disease transfer and accidents from drowning; but there is a 

need of voluntary safety services on many of our larger lakes 

and boacho3. 

Last year 3,315,911 people enjoyed the fun and values 

of swine ving in 310 indoor pools in 122 cities, while 

17,051,105 people sv/ara in 700 outdoor pools in 306 cities. 

All of these pools were operated by recreational departments, 

"any new pools are in process of construction to meet the 

ever increasing deriand for facilities, and leaders are being 

trained and are r.ore in demand every day to give the tyx̂ e of 

service necessary to help people utilize, to the fullest ex-

tent, the recreational possibilities of this sport. 

The Young I'en's Cliristian Association of Texas maintains 

pools that will compare favorably with the best pools of the 

state on the basis of safety and sanitation. The participa-
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tion at the Y. M. C. A. pools was greater than at other 

pools, due to the fact that the water was heated In winter 

and the pools were kept open in the evenings the year round. 

The American National Red Cross is responsible for most 

of the safety measures practiced in our aquatic sports and 

their work is increasing. 

Weather conditions are favorable for swimming in Texas 

and participation in this activity may be carried on for nine 

months out of the year in the southern part of the state. 

Approximately 93 per cent of the men and 52 per cent of 

the women in Texas are swimmers. However, 65 per cent of 

the men and 24 per cent of the women swim in unsupervised 

places. Forty-eight of the 200 people questioned know of 

102 cripples who had gained same relief or benefit from swim-

ming. 



APPENDIX 

l*y dear t 

Aa a graduate of the North Texas State Teachers College, 
I have chosen for my Master's Degree Thesis the stud; entife-
tled,"The Educational and Recreational Value of Swimming in 
Texas." 

Since there is very little material in published form 
regarding this subject, it is necessary to secure the infor-
mation by means of interviews and questionnaires. 

I shall appreciate it very much if you will fill in the 
questionnaire, for your answer will be a most valuable con-
tribution to this study. A serial nur.ber lias been provided 
to eliminate the necessity of signing your name, since iden-
tity will not be used in this study. 

If you desire, a sunaary of this study will be sent you 
upon request. I shall appreciate the return of this ques-
tionnaire. 

Please answer and return the questionnaire to: 

Earle 3. Woodall 
Box 740 
Stephenville, Texas 

If, for any reason, you find It impossible to answer 
the questionnaire, please use the staaped envelope enclosed 
and return to the above address. This will assist material-
ly the study. 

Sincerely yours. 

Earle S. Woodall 
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Qlr 3STIOIIITAIKE No. 

Date , 19 

llarae of Pool i;ex;o o ; c l u b or o r g a n i z a t i o n 

C i t y ______________________________ County 

Pool Dimensions 

(A check mark ( ) may be used where possible.) 

Length of pool ____________ Width of pool 

Depth at deepest part _ _ _ _ _ Depth at shallowest part 

Hind of water used: (well water , river water 

lake water , hard , soft .) 

IMate r i a l s TJ3ed i n C o n s t r u c t i o n 

C o n c r e t e , T i l e , C o n c r e t e and T i l e 

C o n c r e t e trie"!. Wood , V.'.cd , N a t u r a l Das in 

Means of Financing the "Upkeep of Pool 

By the city o r organization without charge to svimniers , 

by a f e e p a i d by t h e swiiaraers , by s e a s o n t i c k e t s t 

If by season tickets, what are the tickets worth? _____________ 

Is the season ticket for twelve months? ______ For summer 

months? What is charged for an individual admit-

tance? _____________________________ 

Equipment of Poo l 

ITunibcr of d i v i n g {stfln&e o r p l a t f o r m s ______ Number* of d i v i n g 

b o a r d s ______ He igh t of b o a r d s _______ V>Ti&t a r e b o a r d s and 

platforms covered with? Rubber , kapok , not cov-

3 red , 
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What are walk ways and runways covered with? Rubber 

cocoa mat tins » other things ______________________ 

Sanitation 

What ia the capacity of your pool in barrles? 

Do you have a filtering system? ______ How often is the pool 

drained and cleaned? Is there a continuous stream of 

water running in and out of pool? ______ Do you use a germi-

cide in the water? If so, what kind? 

Do you use germicides and deodorants in your locker and 

shower rooms? _______ Do you require bathers to take showers 

before entering pool? ______ Is there hot and cold water 

available? _____ Do you require bathers to use caps? 

Do you require bathers to use foot hath before entering pool? 

______ Do you require a physical examination of those using 

your pool? _____ Is the general public allowed to use your 

pool? If so* are they required to have a physical ex-

amination? ______ Is the pool water irritating to the eyes 

and nasal passages? _____ Do pool conditions make disease 

transfer probable? _____ Are regulations concerning the 

health of the swimmer and the health conditions of the pool 

and its surroundings rigidly enforced? ______ Have you had 

any fatal accidents at your pool? _____ How long has pool 

been in use? What was the original cost of your pool? 

$ Is it self supporting? _ _ _ _ What was your 

net proceeds for the past twelve months? _____ (Optional) 

How many serious accidents have occurred at your pool in the 
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past twelve months? How many minor accidents have 

been reported In the past year? _______ How many cases of eye 

infection? ear Infection? nose infection? 

throat infection? _____ How many cases of sinus infection 

have been reported? How often is a bacteria count 

made? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ How many cases of boils have been re-

ported in the past year? _____ Can you estimate the number 

of people that have used your pool in the past twelve months? 

Qualifications of Instructors and Instructions Offered 

What training have your instructors had that will fit them 

for their positions? 

Are they majors in physical education? _______ I'inors in phys-

ical education? _____ Senior Red Cross Life Savers? 

Red Cross Examiners? ______ Number of years in competitive 

swimming? _______ 

Pool Personnel and Operations 

How many life guards do you employ? _____ Is your pool 

equipped with ring buoys? _____ With cane poles with rope 

attached? Is your pool kept open after seven p» m»? 

______ Is the water heated in winter? _____ How many men in-

structors do you employ? How many women? _____ Do 

you have any women life savers? _ _ _ How many classes of 

swimming do you have each day? _____ How many beginners 

classes do you have? Intermediate? _____ Advanced 
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Do you offer Rod Cross Life Saving Courses? ____ Estimate 

the number in each course or class. 

Do you have a swimming team for men? ______ for girls? 

Do yo'i have a swimming team for boys? ______ for women? 

How many meets did the team participate in last year? __ 

Underline the events held in the meet: 50 yd. free style, 

100 yd. free style, 50 yd. back stroke, 100 yd. back stroke, 

50 yd. breast stroke, 100 yd. breast stroke, 150 yd. breast 

stroke, 150 yd. nedley, 150 yd. medley relay, 400 yd. relay, 

low spring board diving, high spring board diving. Estimate 

the number participating in swimming events. ______ Diving 

events. _________ 

How long are children alluwed to remain in the water at 

each period? one hour , two hours , no time limit 

. Are Red Cross Tests offered for beginners? 

Swimmers r Senior Life Saving. . Junior Life Sav-

ing . Examiners tests? Boy Scout tests for swim-

ming? ______ Is the interest in water sports increasing or 

decreasing? ______ Is water polo played at your pool? ______ 

Is water basketball played at your pool? " 

Please list other sports participated in at your pool. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
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HSy dear : 

As a graduate student of the North Texas State Teachers 
College, I have chosen for my Master's Degree Thesis A Study 
of Swimming Pools in Texas. ~~ 

Since there is very little material in published form 
regarding this subject, it is necessary to secure the inform-
ation by means of interviews and questionnaires• 

I shall appreciate it very much if you will fill in the 
questionnaire, for your answer will be a most valuable contri-
bution to tills study. A serial number has been provided to 
eliminate the necessity of signing your name, since identity 
will not be used In this study. 

If you desire, a summary of this study will be sent you 
upon request. I shall appreciate the return of tho question-
naire for Physical Sdiication and Swimming Instructors concern-
ing facilities for and participation in aquatic sports. 

Please answer the questionnaire and return to: 

Sarle S. Woodall 
Box 746 
Stepihenville, Texas 

If, for any reason, you find it impossible to answer the 
questionnaire, please use the stamped envelope enclosed and 
return to the above address. This will assist materially the 
study. 

Sincerely yours, 

Earle S. Woodall 
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Date , 19 

Name of School . 

City _ _ _ _ _ C o u n t y ________________________ 

Present enrollment _______________________ Kind of school: co-

educational, boys, girls, men, women. 

Pool Dimensions 

Length of pool Width of pool 

Depth at deepest part _______ Depth at shallowest part _____ 

Kind of water used: well water , river water » lake 

w a t e r , hard, , soft » 

Materials Used in Construction 

Cincrete , tile , concrete and tile , concrete 

and wood . wood , natural basin . 

Means of Financing the Upkeep of Pool 

By the school without charge to swimmers , by a fee paid 

by the swimmers . by season tickets . If by season 

tickets, what are the tickets worth? & . Is the 

season ticket for twelve months? • For the summer months 

only? What is charged for an individual admittance? 

Equipment of Pool 

Number of diving stands or platforms _____• Number of diving 

boards . Height of boards . What are boards and 

platforms covered with? rubber . kapok _______ Not cov-
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cred . What are walks and runways covered with? rubber 

, cocoa matting . What la the capacity of your 

pool In 
Sanitation 

What la the capacity of your pool In barrels? . 

How often ia the water changed? ____________ Do you have a 

filtering system? ______ How often is the pool drained and 

cleaned? ____________ Is there a continuous stream of water 

running in and out of pool? ______ Do you use a germicide in 

the water? « If so, rhat kind? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Do you use 

germicides and deodorants in your locker and shower rooms? 

_____ Do you require bathers to take showers before entering 

the pool? Is th^re hot and cold water available? 

Do you require bathers to use caps? ______ Do ycu require 

bathers to use a foot bath before entering the pool? 

Do you require a physical examination of those using your 

pool? Is the pool .water irritating to the eyes and 

nasal passages? _____ Do pool conditions make disease trans-

fer probable? Are regulations concerning the health of 

the swimmer and health condition of the pool and its sur-

roundings rigidly inforced? Have you had any fatal 

accidents at your pool? ______ How many serious accidents 

have occurred at your pool in the past twelve months? _ _ _ _ _ 

How many minor accidents have been reported in the past year? 

How many cases of eye infection? ear infection? 

. nose infection? throat infection? ,*have 

been reported to your school hospital. 
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Qualifications of Instructors and Instruction Offered 

What training have your instructors had that will fit them 

for their positions? ' 

Are they majors in physical education? _____ minors in phys-

ical education? _____ Senior Red Cross Life Savers? ______ 

Red Cross examiners? Number of years in competitive 

swimming . How many life guards do you employ? _ _ _ _ _ 

Is your pool equipped with ring buoys? _____ With cane poles 

with rope attached? _____ Is your pool kept open after seven 

P* water heated in winter? _____ How many 

men instructors do you employ? _____ How many women? _ _ _ _ _ 

Do you have any women life savers? _ _ _ _ How many classes of 

swimming do you have each day? How many are beginners 

classes? ______ intermediate? _____ advanced? Do you 

offer Red Cross Life Saving courses? _____ Estimate the num-

ber in each course or class? . Do you have a swimming 

club for men or boys? _____ For girls? _ _ _ _ Do you have a 

swimming team for men? _ women? _____ boys? _____ girls 

. How many meets did the team participate in last year? 

. Underline the events held: 50 yd, free style, 100 yd. 

free stylo, 50 yd. back stroke, 100 yd. back stroke, 50 yd. 

breast stroke, 100 yd. breast stroke, 150 yd. breast stroke, 

150 yd. medley, 150 yd. medley relay, 400 yd. relay, low 

spring board diving, high spring board diving. Estimate the 

number participating in swimming events . In diving 

events . 
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Credit Toward Graduation 

How much credit is offered to men toward graduation for swim-

ming? • For women? ______________ How much credit to-

ward required physical education is offered for swimming and 

diving? ' How long are children allowed to remain 

in the water at each time? Oen hour « two hours » 

no time limit « Are Red Cross tests offered for begin-

n©rs? * swimmers? » senior life saving? . 

junior life saving? . examiners tests? , Boy Scout 

tests for swimming? .. 

Is the interest in water sports increasing or decreasing? 

Is water polo played at your school? Is water 

basketball played at your school? 

Please list the other sports participated in at your 

pool. 

1, 

2. 
3* 

4. 
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Stephanville, Texas 

September 14, 1937 

State Public Health Department 

State of ___________________ 

Gentlemen: 

I on aalcing a c o m p a r a t i v e study of swimming as rart of 

the work for the Master's Degree in the Denton Teachers Col-

lege at Denton,'Texas. Yvculd you send me the number of swim-

ming pools in your state that are under your supervision or 

jurisdiction. 

X am enclosing six cents to cover the cost of postage. 

Yours truly, 

Earle S. Woodall 
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Questionnaire to Adults 

This questionnaire is to help estimate the amount and extent 

of swimming by adults in the state of Texas. 

INSTRUCTIONS; Please check "yes" or "no," as indicated. If 

you do not awim, please check questions 1, 10, and 12. 

1. Do you swim? Yes No Do you like to swim? 

Yes No 

2. When did you learn to swim? As a child? _____ As an adult? 

3. Where did you learn to swim? In school? ___ In college? 

_____ In camp? Elsewhere? 

4. Have you had at least five or more lessons from an instruc-

tor paid for teaching swimming? Yes No 

5. How many days or lessons or periods did it take you to 

learn to swim? (approximately) _______ 

6. Can you swim in deep water for ten minutes? Ye3 No 

7. Do you swim all year round? Yes ___ No Do you swim 

occasionally during the fall, winter and spring as well 

as in summer? Yes No Do you swim only in the sum-

mer? Yes ___ No 

8. Check tjpe of pool in which you swim? Y. jr. C. A. , 

Y. W. C. A. , Club , camp , public , Private , 

municipal , others 

9. Do you think swimming is a good recreative exercise? Yes 

, No 
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10. If you do not swim, do you have any desire to learn? 

Yes , No . 

11. Are you, or have you ever been, a Red Cros3 Life Saver? 

Yes , ITo . 

12. Do you laiow of any person, or persons, who have been 

helped in overcoming physical handicaps resulting from 

accidents, paralysis or other causes, by taking swim-

ming? Yes , No . How many? ________________________ 

llame of city in which yov live 

IIow many years have you lived there? 

Age . Men . Woman 
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